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PRE F ACE 
A Guide to "Ham1et" Criticism is the story of the 
after-life of Shakespeare's tragic hero. The student who 
has unlimited leisure will find in Augustus Ra11i's 
A History of Shakespeari~~ Criticism a summary of hundreds 
of analyses; in the two Hamlet volumes of the Variorum 
Shakespeare, edited by Horace Howard Furness, all the 
opinions expressed from Shakespeare's day through 1876; 
and in Anton A. Raven's A "Hamlet!! Bibliography and Re-
ference Guide, a list of all writings about Hamlet from 
1877 through 1935. In view of the facts that Ra11i's 
history is an outline of general Shakespeare criticism; 
that Furness presented the criticism in chronological 
order with no attempt to digest or classify it; and that, 
a1thoush criticism of the play since Furness is available, 
it, too, has not been organized, I have felt the necessity 
of a guide through the overwhe1~ing mass of Hamlet 
material. 
In the criticism of the play, I have found three 
central points of view - the subjective approach of the 
nineteenth century romantic critic; the spirit of 
realism, which turned the critic's mind to the sources 
of Shakos~are's plot and to the traditions of the 






which is manifest in the contemporary historical criti-
cism; and the new romanticism, Which has been tempered 
by the hard facts contributed by the scholar. Since it 
is possible to understand the century and a half of 
Hamlet criticism only against the background from which 
it has emerged, I have included a general outline of 
Shakespeare criticism. 
Briefly, then, I submit the following plan: 
In Chapter I, I shall point out the shifting trends 
in ShakBspeare criticism through three centuries. 
In Chapter II, I shall indicate tbe origin and fol-
low the development of the romantic attitude towards 
the character of Hamlet in the late eighteenth and 
through the nineteenth century. 
In Chapter III, I shall trace the rise of the modern 
realistic criticism of the play and tb9 twentieth cen-
tury develop;-rrents in the method of approach. 
In Chapter IV, I shall present the view of the 
modern subjective critics. 
In the Conclusion, I shall formulate my opinion 
concerning the contributions of these critics towards 
a better understanding of the play • 
Chapter I 




THE SHIFTING TRENDS IN SHAKESPEARE CRITICISM 
The reader of Shakespeare criticism may begin with 
Bradley's analysis of the substance of Shakespearean 
1 
tradedy or with Coleridge's discussion of Hamlet's 
2 
character , with Professor Stoll's startling proof 
that the soliloquies are not to be taken at face value 
or with Evelyn's statement, "I saw Hamlet, Prince of 
Denmark played, but now the old plays began to disgust 
4 
this refined age." Wherever and whenever he begins, 
however, ultimately he will wish to go back to Shake-
3 
speare's day and trace through the centuries the shift-
ing trends in the criticism of his plays. Ultimately 
he will realize that he cannot understand Coleridge's 
psychological approach to the study of cb.aracter without 
some knowledge of his eighteenth century predecessors 
in the same field, and that he cannot appreciate the 
reme dia 1 as pe ri ty of S to 11 unl e s s he know s wha t tendency 
has sharpened that scholar's pen and point of view. 
It is probable that almost all of Shakespeare's 
contemporaries failed to appreciate the hiGh character 
of his art and to value him for it; but we have the" 
1. Bradley, A. C., Shakespearean Trageda, Chapter I 2. Coleridge's Shakespeare Criticism, E ited by 
Ray sor, Tnos. M. 
3. Stoll, Elmer Edgar, Art and Artifice in Shakespeare, 
p. 94 
4. Twelve Centuries of English Prose and Poetrx, Edited 
by Newcomer and Andrews, p. 301 - from 





popular estimate of his work in the opinion of Francis 
Meres, who was evidently a regular patron of the players. 
In his Pa11adis Tamia, Wits Treasury, appeared a sketch 
called itA comparative discourse of our English Poets " , 
in which he said of Shakespeare: 
As P1autus and Seneca are accounted the 
best for Comedy and Tragedy among the Latines, 
so Shakespeare among the English is the most 
excellent in both kinds for the stage; for 
Come.dy, witness his Gentlemen of Verona, his 
Errors, his Love labours lost, his Love laoours 
wonne, his Midsummers night dreame, and his 
Merchant of Venice; for Tragedy his Richard 
the 2, his Richard the 3, Henry the 4, King John, 
Titus Andronicus, and his Romeo and Ju1ie~.1 
As Meres seems to have possessed little critical 
acumen, however, we had best turn to Shakespeare1s 
fellow dramatist, Ben Jonson, who spoke with the weight 
of the accepted poet of learning and art. 
The Players (Heminge and Condel1, editors 
of the First Folio Edition, published in 1623) 
have often mentioned it as an honour to Shake-
speare, that in his writing, he never blotted 
out line, My answer hath been, would he had 
blotted a thousand •••••• Hee was (indeed) honest, 
and of an open and free nature: had an excellent 
Phantsie; brave notions, and gentle expression: 
wherein hee flowed with tbat facility, that some-
time it was necessary he should be stop1d. His 
wit was in his owne power; would the rule of it 
had beene so too. 2 
~--.•. ,---.-.-----.-----
1. Tolman, A. H. , Falstaff and Other Shakespe.arean 
Topics, p. 177 
2. The Great Critics, Edited by Smith and Parks, 
pp. 213 - 214 
2 
po 
This dictura that Shakespeare wanted art served, with 
variations, as the theme of neo-classical criticism, ltBut 
hee redeemed his vices with his vertues. There was ever 
I 
more in him to be praysed, then to be pardoned." Jon-
son's estimate, which has been echoed by critics through 
succeeding generations even in those periods when 
Shakespeare's stock has been lowest, Milton expressed more 
memorably perhaps in L1Allegro: 
Then to the well trod stage anon 
If Jonson's learned sock be on, 
Or sweetest Shakespeare, Fancy's child, 
Warble his native wood-notes wild. 
In the next generation Dryden described Shakespeare 
as lithe man who of all modern, and perhaps ancient, poets 
had the largest and most comprehensive soul." Admitting 
some of those defects in art which Jonson had pointed out, 
Dryden said, flHe is many times flat, insipid; his comic 
wit degenerating into clenches; his serious, swelling 
into bombast. 1I He added, however, "But he is always 
great when some great occasion is presented to him; no 
man can say he ever had a fit subject for his wit, and 
then did not raise himself hiC;h above the rest of poets." 
From Jonson and Dryden we had dramatic as well as 
literary criticism, for both men lived in a day wben the 
spoken play was extremely popular. In Pope's and Dr. 
Jolmsor!s age, Shakespeare's plays were more read than 
1. The Great Critics, pp. 213-214 
2. Ibid., pp. 291-292 
2 
3 
seen; consequently we notice in the criticism of the 
period a more purely literary trend. Perhaps Johnson, 
as literary dictator of the time, is the best oracle to 
consult for the feeling of the school of classicism. In 
his Preface (1765) he summarizes his praise of Shakespeare 
as follows: 
This therefore is the praise of Shakespeare, 
that his drama is the mirrour of life; that he 
who has mazed his imagination, in following the 
phantoms which other writers raise up before him, 
may here be cured of his delirious extasies, by 
scenes from which a hermit may estimate the trans-
actions of the world, and 1 confessor predict the 
progress of the passions. 
He defended Shakespeare's violation of the unities and 
his mingling of tragic and comic scenes; but he made the 
usual neo-classical charges that the poet's use of conceits, 
puns, and pompous diction is blameworthy and that "he 
sacrifices virtue to convenience, and is so much more 
careful to please than to instruct, that he seems to 
2 
write without any moral purpose.!! 
Expressed in terms that vary slightly from those of 
the bulwark of classicism but freighted with the same 
meaning are the opinions of other eighteenth century 
editors. Nicholas Rowe, the poet's first biographer, 
felt that Shakespeare "lived under a kind of mere light 
of nature, and had never been made acquainted with the 
3 
regularity of the written precepts ll of Aristotle; Alex-
ander Pope found the poet "not so much an imitator, as 
1. Famous Introductions to Shakespeare's Plays, Edited 
by Warner, Beverley, p. 117 
2. Ibid., p. 123 




an instrument of nature"; and Lewis Theobald attributed 
Shakespeare's "offenses against chronology, history, and 
ancient politicks" not to ignorance but to the "too 
2 
powerful blaze of his imagination." 
The late eighteenth century saw the development of 
a sentimental attitude in Shakespeare criticism, which is 
still wide-spread. Perhaps Morgann's Essay on Falstaff 
(1777) may be considered as more or less directly responsi-
ble for this point of view. In his study Morgann expressed 
the paradoxical opinion that Falstaff is no coward, analyz-
ing him as though he were not a character in a book but 
a real human being. He treated Shakespeare as a supreme 
and conscious artist, and he philosophized over human 
nature and aesthetic questions. The germ of the romantic 
treatment of Hamlet - the topic of Chapter II - was con-
tained in Richardson's explanation (1774) that the tragic 
delay is due to the moral fineness of the hero, which 
recoils before the bloody duty laid upon it, and in 
Mackenzie's and Robertson's modifications of Richardson's 
interpretations of the character. In Germany the late 
eighteenth century turned its critical thought toward 
Shakespeare, and we see at once the natural sympathy 
between the German and English mind in approaching the 
poet. The similarity of their criticism at this period 
may be explained also by the fact tbat the Germans until 
1. Famous Introductions to Shakespeare's Plays, p. 30 
2. Ibid., p. 66 
5 
I ~ ~ 
I 
1-
Goethe had no native drama with which to compare Shake-
speare, while the English were manifesting a tendency to 
neglect the circumstances under which the plays were 
written and their dramatic merit, and to concentr~te on 
the philosophical significance of the characters. In 
France, on the other hand, Shakespeare could be criticized 
only by comparison with Corneille, Racine, and even Moliere. 
In other words, French criticism was of the theater, while 
English and German criticism was of the library. Lessing, 
I believe, was the first German to call attention to the 
congeniality of Shakespeare to German taste; it is to him, 
at any rate, that Coleridge attributed the popularizing of 
Shakespeare in a foreign country. Herder began to appre-
ciate something of poetic pattern in calling attention to 
the fitness between the passions of the personages and 
the scenes in which these passions are enacted. The re-
flective attitude toward poetry was radically influenced 
by the German critics, particularly Goethe and A. W. 
Schlegel. We may summarize the trend of this per:tod by 
quoting Isaacs' statement, liThe eighteenth century was an 
age of Shakespeare idolatry; and the pre-Romantic legacy 
was an overwhelming belief in Shakespeare's power as the 
I 
creator of living and plausible characters. 1t 
Coleridge, then, did not have to invent a new instru-
ment. In the reflective and philosophic studies published 
1. A Companion to Shakespeare Studies, Edited by 




during the last decade of the eighteenth century he found 
one that he could adapt to his own use. As Coleridge's 
Shakespeare criticism is composed largely of an attack 
on the neo-classical attitude, it will probably be advis-
able to restate the chief beliefs of the "stop-watch" 
school concerning the great dramatist. "He wanted ari;" 
Ben Jonson had affirmed; and his successors in the Res-
toration and the eighteenth century had echoed this 
pronouncement. Their adverse criticism of Shakespeare 
may be summarized under the following heads: 
1. He violates the unities of time, place, and 
sometimes action. 
2. He mingles tragic and comic scenes. 
3. He mars his diction by bombast, obscurity, con-
ceits and puns • 
4. He ignores the moral purposes of art. 
A healthful corrective for neo-classic criticism is 
found in the great romanticist's psychological and 
aesthetic study of Hamlet, Lear, Macbeth, Othello, Romeo 
7 
and Juliet, The Tempest, Love's Labor's Lost, and Richard II; 
in his essay on Shakespeare's poetry in Biographia Literaria; 
and in his analysis of Shakespeare's method in rfhe F'riend. 
Coleridge t s attitude is expressed in 1his admonition: 
"To the young, I would remark that it is always unwise 
to judge anything by its defects. The first attempt 
ought to be to discover its excellences. 1I He held up 




external rules. !tArt cannot exist without nature; and 
what has man of his own to give to his fellow-men but 
his own thoughts and feelings, and his observations as 
far as they are modified by his own thoughts and feelings?ul. 
In his essay on Method in Thought in The Friend (1818) 
he says, !tSpeaking of his works, we may define the excellence 
of their method. as consisting in that just proportion, 
that union and interpenetration of the universal and the 
particular, which must ever pervade all works of decided 
genius and true science. For method implies a progressive 
transition ." 2 Again, to prove that Shakespeare had his 
own laws, Coleridge asserts, "He was pursuing two methods 
at once; besides the psychological method, he had also to 
attend to the poetical. The latter requires above all 
things a preponderance of pleasurable feeling; and where 
the interest of events and characters and passions is too 
strong to be continuous without becoming painful, poetical 
method requires that there should be, what Schlegel calls, 
3 
'a musical alleviation' of our sympathy." Coleridge 
proves that Shakespeare showed method in his delineation 
of character, in the display of passion, in his conception 
of moral being, in his adaptation of language, and in the 
4 
admirable intertexture of his plots • 
The first specific charge of the neo-classicist was 
that Shakespeare violated the unities. Coleridge's de-
fense lay in what he called the dramatic illusion. Dr. 
1. Coleridge, OPe Cit., I, p. 222 
2. Ibid., II, p. 342 
3. Ibid., II, p. 348 




Johnson had destroyed the doctrine of "dramatic delusion ll , 
recognizing only the rational and not the ulaginative 
state of the audience. Coleridge replied, "Stage presenta-
tions are to produce a sort of temporary half-faith, which 
the spectator encourages in hUlself and supports by a 
voluntary contribution on his own part, because he knows 
that it is at all times in his power to see the thing as 
it really is." l This dramatic illusion of Coleridge's 
will be recognized as intimately related to that "willing 
suspension of disbelief" which the poet hoped to procure 
for his contribution to the Lyrical Ballads. According 
to the critic, reason is aloof from time and space; the 
imagination has an arbitrary control over both, and if 
only the poet have such power of exciting our internal 
emotions as to make us present to the scene in our Ulagina-
tion chiefly, he acquires the right and privilege of using 
time and space as they exist in the imagination, obedient 
only to laws by which the imagination acts. IIInstead of 
unity of action, I should prefer homogeneity, proportionate-
ness, and totality of interest,1I he states in his note on 
Romeo and Juliet. 2 
The second charge of the neo-classicist was that Shake-
speare mingles tragic and comic scenes. To this Coleridge 
1. Coleridge, OPe cit., I, p. 200 
2. Ibid., I, p. 4 
.. 
F 
answers that "Shakespeare imitates life, mingled as we 
find it with joy and sorrow." l Coleridge is so con-
stituted, however, that he cannot sympathize with the 
irrelevances of Shakespeare's humor. He asserts, "In 
no instance can it be justly alleged of him that he 
introduced his fool merely for the sake of exciting the 
laughter of his audience." 2 His favorite example of 
this point is the fool in King Lear. "The contrast of 
the Fool wonderfully heightens the coloring of some of 
th~ most painful situations, where Lear complains to the 
warring elements of tlJ.e ingratitude of his daughters .,,3 
Coleridge's conclusion seemed to be that the comic scenes 
in Shakespearean tragedy ultimately reinforce the tragic 
effect by ironical contrast. Dr. Raysor believes that 
Coleridge's wilful earnestness, the earnestness of a 
10 
lyrical romanticist, and his piety toward Shakespeare will 
not allow him to acknowledge that any of the comedy is for 
4 
comedy's sake. 
The third charge was directed primarily against 
Shakespeare's use of conceits and puns. Here, too, 
Coleridge's natural sober-mindedness stood in the way of 
just criticism. He recognizes the intellectual exuber-
ance which inspired Shakespeare's play on words and 
states that his use of conceits is natural because of 
the Elizabethan fashion. He admits, however, that the 
1. Coleridge, OPe cit. II, p. 212 
2. Ibid., II, p. 74 
3. Ibid., II, p. 73 
4. Ibid., I, pp. xxxv - xxxvii 
.. 
... 
historical argument is not sufficient to justify a poet 
like Shakespeare, who is for all time. The porter's 
scene from Macbeth he dismisses as obviously not the 
1 
work of Shakespeare. He justifies the use of puns 
as the expression of strong suppressed feeling, as in 
Hamlet's, "Not so, my lord, I am too much i' the sun." 
The fourth charge of coarseness and immorality in 
Shakespeare was to Coleridge the most serious, and com-
bating it was therefore the most congenial task. His 
defense is admirable in spite of the limitations of his 
romantic earnestness and the fact that his Shakespeare 
scholarship was insufficient to enable him to demonstrate 
how the dramatist had purified the old sources. According 
to Coleridge, Shakespeare IInever clothed vice in the garb 
of virtue, and the poisonous mists of impurity were never 
allowed to gather but were driven away by gusts of 
laughter. 1I2 He justified much that might seem laxness 
11 
in speech by attributing it to the manners of Shakespeare's 
age, and he declared that his essential purity was obvious 
in his treatment of love and in his best women characters. 
Shakespeare's conception of love was that liThe mind of 
man searches for something which shall add to his perfec-
tion, and he also yearns to lend his aid to complete the 
3 
moral nature of another. 1I To Coleridge, Shakespeare 
seemed to possess "all the powers of a man, yet he had all 
the feeling, the sensibility, the purity, innocence, and 
1. Coleridge, OPe ~it., II, p. 140 
2. Ibid., II, p. 266 
3. Ibid., II, p. 155 
" 
-
delicacy of an affectionate girl of eighteen."l "Shake-
speare does not appeal to the appetites but to the pas-
sions,1I he states in summing up his characteristics; he 
drew women as they are; he has reverence for all pro-
fessions; he introduces monsters like Goneril rarely and 
then with judgment; and he has great moral wisdom ••••• 
There is not a vicious passage in all Shakespeare, though 
many have the grossness of his age; and Shakespeare 
never forgets his purpose, which was to elevate and 
instruct.,,2 
And so, to his own satisfaction and to the general 
satisfaction of his period, Coleridge refuted the neo-
classical critics l major charges against his idol. 
Personal unhappiness tu.rned inward Coleridge I s superb 
analytical powers and forced him to explore his own soul 
as few men ever have. As a result of his introspection, 
he was a psycholosist of supreme Genius with a knowledge 
of human motives which no other English critic has sur-
passed. His latest editor, Dr. Thomas Middleton Raysor, 
states, "In rich ethical reflectiveness, in delicate sen-
sitiveness of poetic imaGination, and above all in pro-
found insight into human nature, Coleridge is a critic 
worthy of his high place at the head of English criticism 
3 
of Shakespeare. 1I We must remember, however, that 
12 
Coleridgels primary point of view was literary, not dramatic; 
1. Coleridge, OPe cit., II, p. 119 
2. Ibid., I, p. 229 
3. Ibid., I, p. lxi 
.. 
he often affirmed that he preferred to read Shakespeare. 
His l~nitations in the use of the historical method are 
apparent. His knowledge, although wide, was neither accu-
rate nor detailed; he knew Jonson, Ma~singer, Beaumont 
and Fletcher, but not Lyly, Greene, Marlowe or Kyd. Then, 
too, with his heritaGe of the eighteenth century English 
and the German idolatry of Shakespeare, he wished to prove 
the dramatist superior to and distinct from his age. Con-
sequently, his Shakespeare was a Romantic, not an Elizal.'e-
than Shakespeare. T. S. Eliot observes: 
Vvhen Coleridge released the truth that 
Shakespeare already in Venus and Adonis and 
Lucrece gave proof of a most profound, energetiC, 
and philosophic mind, he was perfectly right, if 
we use these adjectives rightly; but he supplied 
a dangerous stimulant to the more advent·urous. 
If I interpret Mr. Eliot's comment correctly, the 
"dangerous stimulant tl was the line of approach suggested 
by Coleridge to the host of critics who have from his 
day to this sought to study the personality of the dra-m-
atist throuGh his works rather than to study the plays 
as dramatic art. Upon Coleridge as well as upon the 
German metaphysicians rests at least part of the respon-
sibility of having made of Shakespeare a philosopher's 
plaything. 
If the space allotted to Coleridge seems out of pro-
portion to that devoted to other critics, I shall excuse 
1. A Companion to Shakespeare Studies..:.. p. 298 
13 
,... 
the discrepancy by appealing to Professor George Saints-
bury, who affirms very simply that of all the critics the 
world has yet produced, IIr:ehere abide these three --
Aristotle, Longinus, and Coleridge." I 
14 
Through Coleridge and the lesser critics of his school, 
Lamb, Hazlitt, and DeQuincey, the eighteenth century 
analyzing of Shakespeare's characters as thouGh they 
were creatures of flesh and blood was passed on to a 
succeeding generation. With Coleridge oriGinated the 
study of Shakespeare's poetry - a study which is still 
in its infancy - and a subjectivity of approach which 
may have been responsible for much of the sentiment in 
the criticism of the later nineteenth century. tiThe 
Romantic lesacy to posterity was an insistence upon 
Shakespeare as a creative and oriGinal genius, whose con-
tribution was to be measured and traced,1I according to 
2 Isaacs. Befor'e we examine the ways in which the suc-
ceeding generation attempted this measurinG and tracinG, 
we must call attention to'.Vordsworth' s acknowledgment 
of the German super'iority in recognizing that the "judg-
ment of Shakespeare in the selection of his materials 
and in the manner in which he made them constitute a unity 
of their own and contribute all to one great end is not 
less admirable than his imagination, his invention, and 
his intuitive knowledge of human nature.,,3 Doubtless 
1. Saintsbury, George, Hiatory of Criticism, III, p. 230 
2. A Companion to Shakespeare Studies, p. 300 
3. Ibid., p. 304 
'" 
Wordsworth is not to be questioned. With the temerity 
of the amateur, however, I might suggest that all that 
Wordsworth found in the German critics, I found also in 
Coleridge. 
15 
Let us look at the ways in which the later nineteenth 
century used its legacy from the Romantic critics. Along 
with sentiment, there arose investigation into the sta-
tistics of Shakespearels versification and the exact measure-
ment of his poetic processes. '1'he critic employed his 
genius as an excuse for studies as wide as character 
analysis, creative unity, periodizinG, verse processes, 
chronology, and the poetls personality. Now we see mov-
ing along side by side two trends in Shakespeare criticism, 
the scientific or objective and the romantic, philosophical, 
or subjective. Partly because we are approachinG so near 
to our own day that it is difficult to get the proper per-
spective, and partly because the lines of study are so 
varied, it is now no longer possible for me to select one 
critic as typical of a particular movement. I can only 
point out those who seem especially interesting in the 
history of Shakespeare criticism. From a lonr..; list I have 
chosen men with a firm claim to literary and critical 
distinction, like A. C. 3radley; writers typical of a 
trend, like Dowden and Masson; and Shakespearean scholars, 
like SchuckinG and stoll, whose theories are too well 
propounded and too well documented to be iGnored. 
In Germany Ulrici and Ciervinus, approachin~; their 
task philosophically, built a Shakespeare whose pattern 
... 
16 
of growth could be traced in well-marked successive periods. 
David Masson attempted in 1865 to reconstruct the personality 
of Shakespeare throuGh his works. "Disconnect our impres-
sions of remarkable poems ••••• from our knowledge of their 
authors, or our desire for knowledge of the~!! he said, 
"and our Literary Criticism, our whole theory of Litera-
ture, degenerates into dilettantism. lIl From the scant 
facts of the recorded life of the poet and the comments 
of his contemporaries and from the plays themselves, Mas-
son built up a complete biography of Shakespeare with which 
he seemed quite satisfied. Realizing the meagerness of 
actual data, Masson stressed the value of the plays as 
the source of information concerning the poet's moral 
views, his philosophy of life, and his mode of thinking. 
"Imagination,fl he contended, lIis not creation out of noth-
ing I but recombination, at the bidding of moods and of 
conscious purposes, out of the materials furnished by 
memory, reading, and experience. The so-called creations 
of a poet, therefore, belons to him, and do, in however 
2 
subtle a way, reveal himself.1I Masson was the first 
critic to elaborate the study of the poet's moods, stress-
ing particularly the final mood of reconciliation manifested 
in The Tempest. lilt is best in the main,fl he thought, 
lito read Shakespeare with nothing intervening between one's 
own intelligence and the plain, cleaF, printed text.!! 3 
1. Masson, David, Shakespeare Personally, p. 16 
2. Ibid., p. 130 
3. Ibid., pp. 237 - 238 
.... 
17 
Like Ulrici, Gervinus, and Masson, Dowden also attempted 
to trace Shakespeare's growth and succeeded in giving the 
first unified and rounded picture of the whole achieve-
ment of the dramatist. Dowden, like Masson, is somewhat 
looked down upon by the modern realistic critic because of 
a sentimental attitude that sometimes borders on gushing. 
Brandes and Frank Harris also belonGed to this school of 
personality builders. I have already mentioned the fact 
that a scientific criticism was being developed in the 
latter half of the nineteenth century, with R. c. lloulton's 
Shakespeare as a Dramatic Artist as the outstanding contri-
bution. In A. C. Bradley's Shakespearean Tragedy, I see 
for the first time a felicitous combination of a subjective 
critical tendency and a recognition of the necessity of 
scientific analysis. Bradley's object was !Ito increase an 
understanding and enjoyment of the plays as dramas; to 
learn to apprehend the action and some of the personages 
of each with a greater truth and intensity, so that they 
assume in our minds a shape a little less unlike that which 
they wore to Shakespeare." He advised readint; a playas 
1 if one were an actor who had to study all the parts ..Vith 
his emphasis on dramatic rather than literary appreciation, 
Bradley anticipated the more modern critics, Schucking 
and Stoll. Although he stressed as the prime requisite 
for such appreciation an intense and vivid imagination, 




he pointed out also the necessity of comparing, analyzing, 
and dissecting. Only through a combination of the imagina-
tive and analytical faculties, Bradley felt, could we 
arrive at genuine appreciation. 
With the close of the nineteenth century we see the 
waning of philosophical idealism and the waxing of the 
new realism in criticism. The shelves of any well-stocked 
library will present an appalling array of contemporary 
critics; but as the purpose of this chapter is to mark 
the outstanding feature of each age, I have selected from 
the multitude the German, L. L. Schucking, and the Ameri-
cans, Elmer Bdgar Stoll and William W. Lawrence, who have 
turned to the evidences of the plays and, above all, of 
contemporary dramatic conventions for the proof of their 
theses. 'I'hese men have tried to display not a modern 
Shakespeare, a Victorian Shakespeare, or a Romantic Shake-
speare, but the Elizabethan Shakespeare. They have held 
steadily to this purpose, and they have resisted all tempta-
tions to use the dramatist as a springboard for plunges 
into philosophy, histor~ or ethics. Because of their 
tenacity of purpose and their vigor of presentation, the 
three chosen will perhaps make a more immediate impression 
upon the reader than wOllld less vehemently partisan realists 
of undeniable acumen, like RaleiGh, Quiller-Couch, Shaw, 
Robertson, Santayana, Caroline Spurgeon, G. B. Harrison, 
and John Dover Wilson - all of whom will appear in 
Chapter III • 
F 
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3chucl~ini.::: has presented the theory tltat a judicious 
interpretation of Shakespeare's characters will have 
to start, not with trw action, but with the questions: "'·.I"hat 
do the characters say about tlJemselves?1f and flihat do 
others in the play say a bOll.t them? II In other vlords, 
soliloquies are to be taken at face value, and remarks 
made by one character about another are to be believed. 
He also states that Shakespeare chose popular plots, 
borrowing those that drew in another theater, that 
collaboration was common and anonymity customary when he 
came to 1,ondon, anc1 that his anachronisms were deliberate 
ancl fla(~rant bids for popularity witt; the audience he 
1 
never for::.,ot. Professor Schuckinc's theories proceed 
from the valid assuluption that Shakespeare was a tr"ue 
child of his own century, the avatar of the Renaissance 
spirit, quick with love and hate, subject to common 
moods and passions, carinG more for the market place 
than the c lois ter, ano writ in;.: more for his a;:.;e than for 
all time. 
stoll believes that an un~erstandine of 3hakespeare's 
plays may be Gained only throuch seein,e: them as t:bey 
appeared to tl18 J~lizabethan audience. In his Shakesp_~_a~ 
Studies, he attacks tl:e autobiocrapr'.ical fallacy of 
Masson's school of thou{):~t by showin;~: that Shakespeare's 
periods were periods of creation rather than of ex-
perience. In refutini::; the "final mood of reconciliaticn ll 
1. Schucking, LevfrtL., Character Problerr::8---r:rlS@respeare's 
Plays, p. 54 
F 
theory, he states thai Shakespeare's later plays ended 
happily, not because he had climbed out of the depths 
on to the heights, but because the romantic comedy had 
returned to favor. Not only Shakespeare's but also 
Lassinger's and Beaumont and Fletcher's plays ended 
happily durins this period. l In the same book he rld-
dIes korgann's attitude toward the character of Falstaff, 
stress1n~; the impropriety of psychoanalyzinc; literary 
2 
characters; and he proves that Shylock is to be accep-
ted as a comic figure. Constantly Stoll reminds us that 
Shakespeare wrote as an actor, a manaser, and a maker of 
stage plays, which were not resarded as literature. Fe 
20 
wrote to please himself and his audience; no one coulcS. have 
reGarded his readers less, for he expected nons. He wrote 
only for the inlllediate effect, and he employed an art 
which he had learned, not out of books, in tbe schools, 
or from the ancients, but on the stase and in the pit 
3 
and the gallery. 
L1 
Lawrence ~ stresses the importance of a stv.dy of 
medieval literature ancj li1'e for an understanrHn[: of 
Shakespeare's plays; therefore, in attemptin~ to solve 
the defirdte problems presented by Shakespeare I s darker 
comedies, he presents tYLeir historical ano socia1 c;ronnd-
work. '1'11e points to be remembered in connection witt> 
the problem comedies are that they were designed for 
)' 
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entertainment; that comedy was turning more and more 
to realism, often gross and drastic, to study of cl~rac-
ter based upon contemporary types, and to a serious, 
questionins, and sometimes satirical view of life; that 
21 
the reaction against the artificialities and sentimentali-
ties of romance brought its own exaggerations; that the 
"me1ancholyll hero was a popular type; and that plays of 
sexual intris·ue pleased Shakespeare's later public. Per-
haps Lawrence's method in dealinG with the IIproblems" in 
tLe individual comedies can be presented more pointedly 
tl1rou[h his analysis of the wager in Cymbeline. Posthumus, 
it will be remembered, cave a villain an opportunity to 
seduce his wife in order to prove her chastity. Lawrence 
shows how this episode, so unsavory to the modern taste, 
is in accordance 'Jd th i;.;lizabethan ideals. First, the old 
theme fits the spirit of sixteenth century chivalry; and 
second, Posthumus' fantastic conduct is the only course 
possible for the perfect Imii~ht and lover, for it is thus 
that he proves his implicit confidence in his wife's 
virtue. 
In this survey I have tried to illustrate the L1ain 
currents in Shakespeare criticism. :fe have seen the dramat-
iC· critic ism of' 2e11 Jonson anel Dryden stlcceeded by the 
neo-c1assical literary criticism of' Dr. cTohnson; the orj_z,in 
of Shakespeare idolatry in the eighteenth century wit~ the 
sentimental criticism of Richardson and 1'5 0 rgann; the dis-





metaphysicians at the end of the same centlJ.ry; the 
subjective, psycholot:,ical analysis of Coleridee and other 
Romantic critics; the simultaneous development of a 
scientific and an autobiographical criticism in the 
latter part of the nineteenth century; and the rise of 
a purely objective criticism throush the historical and 
comparative methods of contemporary realists. In other 
words, we have seen the philosophers and psycholoCists 
remove Shakespeare from the stage to their ovm studies 
where tbey developed a purely aesthetic criticism. Now 
we are witnessing an attempt on the part of the critic to 
restore the playwright to the Globe or the Bankside where 
we can understand him only through a reconstruction of 
the Elizabethan dramatists, and the manners and morals of 
the period. Much of the background necessary for slJ.ch a 
view of Shakespeare's work has been supplied by Joseph 
Quincy Adams in his Shakespearean Playhouses; ffhomas 
Whitfield Baldwin in The Organization and Personnel of 
The Shakespearian C.ompany'; Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch in 
Notes on Shakespeare' s/Jorkmanshi12; and c:. B. Harrison 
in Shakes12eare under .E.~~z.?-.Eeth. 
In spite of the flourishins state of realistic 
criticism, romantic criticism, that natural outgrowth of 
an idealistic philosophy, we still have with us. But we 
shall allow the modern romantic critic to speak for 
himself in Chapter IV on a subject that has always been 
nearest his heart - the play of Hamlet. 
CHAPTER II 
THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPllmNT OF THE EARLY ROIvIAWI'IC CHrrICISM 




THE ORIC IN AND DEVELOPMi~NT OF r:PFE EARLY ROMANTIC 
CRITICImlI OF HAl\1LET - 1784 to 1900 
With the necessary equipment of some understanding 
of the whole field of Shakespeare criticism, we may now 
examine the Hamlet criticism in detail. I repeat, "the 
necessary equipment,tI for the character analyses which 
in the last quarter of the eighteenth century began to 
supersede criticism of plot were a direct reaction against 
neo-classical criticism and a direct reflection of a 
change in the conception of the function of literature. 
For the present chapter, in which I shall point to the 
oriGin and trace the development of the romantic attitude 
towards the character of Hamlet, I have purposely crouped 
those critics who busied themselves with Hamlet as if he 
were a real person rather than a fictitious character. I 
shall confine my examination to the central mystery of 
the drama: Why does Hamlet delay in fulfillinc his prom-
ise to the Ghost to avenge his Ilfoul and most unnatural 
In limiting the scope of my study in this fashion, I 
am guided by the realization that, in spite of scattered 
corr~ents concerning other questions of plot and other char-
acters, the major interest of the nineteentb century critic 
was with those qualities of mind and spirit which prevented 
Hamlet's carrying out his vow to the murdered majesty of 
Denmark. The reader will be prepared then for psychological 
23 
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and aesthetic criticism, for the criticism of the study 
rather than of the theater. Such philosophical commen-
tators as Coleridge, Lamb, and Hazlitt, for example, 
24 
stated very frankly that they did not like to see their 
author's plays acted, and least of all Hrualet. It seemed 
to them that no other play suffered so much in beins trans-
ferred to the stage, for what actor's art was sublime 
enoush to depict their favorite hero? Under the spell 
of Shakespeare's power of characterization they seem to 
have forgotten entirely that this Hamlet, whom they 
analyzed as though he were the most complex of human beings, 
was the poet's puppet, with life and breath only for the 
duration of the play. They speculated about Man and 
Nature, about God and Fate, about Truth and Beauty; and 
their reader, expecting to wade pleasantly in the shallows 
of dramatic criticism often finds himself swimming in a 
metaphysical sea. 
In the whole fiel6. of Hamlet criticism two camps co-
exist with regard to the character of t~e hero: the first 
hol6.s that Hamlet is Shakespeare's study of the impractical 
temperament, his portrait of a dreamer; the second, that 
1 
Hamlet is possessed of extraordinary courage and promptness. 
Let us return to our question: Why does Hamlet delay 
in fulfilling his promise to the (~host to avenge his 
llfoul and most unnatural murder!!? From the answers the 
-----_._--




romantic critics make to t~is query, ei~ht types of 
Hamlet eventually emerge, six of them in the first camp 
and two in the second. 
The first Hamlet to appear - the morally fine hero 
whose nature recoiled before the bloody duty - is en-
dowed with all the Itsensibilityll of his creators, Richard-
son, I.,:ackenzie, and Roberts on. 
IIHis amiable hesitation and reluctant scruples,!! de-
clared Richardson, who made the first siGnificant study 
of the character, "lead him at one time to indecision; 
and then betray him by the self-condernning consciousness 
of such apparent imbecility, into acts of rash and incon-
siderate violence. Hamlet and persons of his constitution 
contending with less virtuous opponents, can have little 
hope of success. 1I He felt that, although the character 
of Famlet inspired almost reverent love and grief for his 
sufferings, at the same time his weaknesses, amiable thongh 
they were, were the cause of his disappointment and early 
1 
death. 
Although Henry Mackenzie followed Richardson closely, 
he showed Hamlet also as the victim of extreme sensibility, 
which plunged him into melancholy and deprived him of 
energy. fI'Jlje feel the weaknes ses as well as the virtues 
of Hamlet as our own, II wrote Mackenzie. f1We see a man, 
who in other circumstances would have exercised all the 
moral and social virtues, placed in a situation in which 
--------.-
1. Variorum Shakespeare, Bdited by Furness, Horace Howard, 
IV, p. 151 
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even the amiable qualities of his mind serve but to 
aggravate his distress and to perplex his conduct." l 
'I'hese two men and Robertson, who attributed Hamlet I s 
26 
fatal delay to gentleness, anticipated Goethe and Coleridge 
in emphasizing the weakness of the character. 
The second Hamlet is the idealist confronted by a 
problem to which he is not equal. He is the }Jamlet of the 
metaphysicians, Coethe, }lerder, Courdaveaux, and Ten 
Bring. 
According to the great German critic am] dramatist, 
Goethe, Shakespeare SOUGht to depict a great deed laid 
upon a soul incapable of performing it. 
Here is an oak tree planted in a costly vase, 
which shoulc. have received into its bosom only 
lovely flowers; the roots spread out, the vase 
is shivered to pieces •••• A beautif1Jl, pure, and 
most moral nature, without the strength of nerve 
which makes the hero, sinks beneat~ a burden which 
it can ne ither bear nor tr.row off. 
(oethe I S Hamlet refjarded every duty as hol;)" but the 
obligation imposed upon him by the Chost he found too hard. 
The impossible was required of him - not the impossible in 
itself, but the impossible to him. So, C:oethe continued, 
"he winds, turns, agonizes, advances, and recoils, ever 
remindint:.; himself, and at last almost loses his purpose 
from his thouGhts, wi thout ever a[;ain recoverinG his peace 
of mind. II To Goethe Earnlet seemed endowed more properly 
1. Variorum Shakespeare, iv, p. 148 
2. Ibid., p. 273 
----------------------------------------------- -
.. 
with sentiment than with a character. He saw him 
pushed on by events alone to his tragic end, with Pate 
1 
drawinG the plan. 
('oethe's contemporary, Herder, had explained Earnlet' s 
procrastination as the result, not of base cowardice, 
2 but of a metaphysical and conscientious scruple; and 
the F'rench critic, Courdaveaux, thoW)lt that Hamlet was 
held back from actinG by the secret vo~ce of conscience 
27 
and the shrinkins of a delicate soul from an assassination 
in cold blood. !fIt is a horritle obligation, II he said, 
lIfor which he is not made. The honesty of his conscience, 
the instincts of his nature, the habits of his education 
revolt aGainst it." In his conception of Hamlet, Courda-
veaux felt that Shakespeare voiced his own sadness and 
3 
weariness of life. 
Only five years before the close of the nineteenth 
century, Bernhard 'ren Brink stated that since (,'oethe's 
Wilhelm Meister we had not penetrated much further into 
Hamlet's character. More than one hundred years of 
probing, all to no availt Surely the spirit of Coleridge 
stirred when '1'en Brlnk made that solemn asseveration. 
l''1'he deeds of the hero of tragedy which are the cause of 
his sufferings constitute the tragic error. 1I According 
to Ten Brink, Shakespeare Gave us in Hamlet an idealist 
who, placed amid surroundinc;s inconc;ruous with his na tl).re, 
1. Varior"Llm Shal{espear"e, IV, p. 273 
2. Ibid., p. 277 
3. Ibid., p. 388 
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saw himself confronted with a problem to which he was 
not equal and which proved his ruin. "Hamlet's cbarac-
ter and Shakespeare's real intention remain a mystery. "'le 
never see Hrunlet truly confront his task. As in the 
other great tragedies, we see a soul alone in th~ universe." l 
The third Hamlet, like t1:1e second, is an idealist; 
but circumstances embitter him to the injury of his noble 
nature. This is the Prince presented by G. C. Gervinus 
and Paul Stapfer. 
Gervinus felt that Hamlet was unequal to the real 
world; and, repelled by it, he not only lamented its 
deficiencies but Grew cynical and sickly about it. In 
his bit~erness of feeling he seemed to Gervinus a type of 
2 
the (+erman race of the crit·ic's own generation. 
tiThe story of Hamlet is the degeneration of a moral 
nature,ll accordinG to the Prench critic Stapfer. Through 
the fault of circumstances and also the lack of a just 
balance of qualities, a man of creat talents and virtues 
underwent intellectual trouble and moral degeneration. 
Neither weak nor irresolute, he possessed the finest 
inborn moral sense; but meaitation conquered him, and 
be accepted any excuse against action. Abundant thouChts 
3 
that led nowhere prod.uced physical and. moral impotence. 
1. Ten Brink, Bernhard, Five Lectures on Shake~care, 
pp. 201-229 ----
2. VariorlOO Shakespeare, IV, p. 299 
3. Ralli, AUGustus, A Histor,y of Shakespearian CritiCism, 
II, pp. 64-65 
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The fourth Hamlet is the morbidly reflective and 
speculative heno. Call him A. W. Schlegel's or Coleridge1s 
Hamlet; he is also the Eamlet of Eazlitt, Vischer, 'Turck, 
Kreyssig, Dowden, Feis, and Lanier. 
A. W. SchIebel pointed to what he saw as Hamlet's 
own analysis of his difficulty: 
Thus conscience doth make cowards of us all. 
And thus the native hue of resolution 
Is sicklied 0 I er with tile pale cast of tho·ught. 
III, 1, 83-85 
"In the resolutions which he so often embraces and 
never carries out, his weakness of wiJ.l is evident. He is 
a hypocrite towards himself," accused SchleGel. "Harnlet 
has no firm belief either in himself or anythinG else ••••• 
(In his story) the destiny of humanity is exhibited as a 
gigantic sphinx, which threatens to precipitate into the 
abyss of skepticism him who cannot solve tll.e enigma. ttl 
If In Hamlet," Coleridge believed, lithe balance be-
tween attention to outward objects and our meditation on 
inward thoughts, the balance between the real and the 
imaginary world, does not exist. Hence his enormous intel-
lectual activity and his consequent aversion to real action, 
with all its S;Y111ptoms and accompanyinG qualities. ff Hhen 
we hear Coleridge remarkins that an aversion to action is 
natural to the temperament of the man who has a world in 
himself, we are immediately reminded that on another 
occasion he declared that he himself had a smack of Hamlet 
1. VariorUlll ShakeSpeare, IV, p. 279 
F 
in his nature. And when he presents his theory that 
through the play Shakespeare wished to impress on us the 
truth that action is the chief end of existence, we 
remember that tragic !lAy de miH of Coleridge!s own, 
30 
Work without Hope. According to Coleridge, Shakespeare 
created his characters out of his own intellectual and moral 
faculties, by conceivinc anyone intellectual or moral 
faculty in morbid excess and then placinG himself, thus 
1 
mutilated and diseased, under the 6iven circmnstances. 
The intellectual faculty which was developed to morbid ex-
cess was Hamlet's itcraven scruple of think ins too precisely 
on the event;fI and it was this tragic flaw that caused 
his failure. Turn to the soliloquy of Act II, scene 2, 
!l0, what a rOGue and peasant slave am I,ll this critic 
directed, and note the lines 
yet I -
A dull and muddy-mettled rascal, peak, 
Like Jolm-a-dreruns, unpregnant of my cause. 
rl'hen move to that of Act IV, scene 4, llHow all occasions 
do inform against me," and re-read 
NOw, whether it be 
Bestial oblivion, or some craven scruple 
Of thinkin::c too precisely on the event,-
A thought w.llich, quarter'd, hath but one part wisdom 
And ever three parts cowaru, I do not lmovIT 
'.Vhy yet I live to say, :'1'11is thing!s to do,!! 
Sith I have cause and will and strength and means 
'1'0 do't. 
These two passaGes, accord in,,,,; to Coleridge, are Hamlet's 
2 
character, self-attested. Coleridge felt that free will 
1. Coleridge, op.cit., I, p. 37 
2. Ibid., I, p. 20 
------~---~~----c_ 
was the first cause in tragic drama and that accidents 
were never introduced. To cause the death of the hero 
by an accident would be beneath the tragic muse, as the 
catastrophe would arise from no mental action. Hamlet's 
conflict, then, was with internal rather than with ex-
1 
ternal forces. 
In the opinion of Eaz Ii tt, Halille t, the prince of 
philosophical speculators, deliberately declined his re-
vense because he could not have it perfect, according to 
the most refined idea his wish could form. His ruling 
passion was to think, not to act; and any vague pretext 
31 
that flattered this propensity instantly diverted him from 
his previous purposes. AlthouGh his character was marked 
by refinement of thouCht and sentiment, Hamlet seemed to 
Hazlitt as little of the hero as a man coulcl well be. He 
saw him as lIa younS and princely novice, full of high 
enthusiasm and quick sensibility - the sport of CirC1Jln-
stances, questioning with fortune and refininG on his own 
feelings, and forced from the natural bias of his disposi-
tion by the strant:;eness of his situation. 1I2 Hazlitt under-
stood the universal appeal of the character better than his 
greater contemporary, Coleridge. Coleridge saw himself in 
the Prince; but Hazlitt knew that Hamlet is Bveryman. 
"Hamlet is a name,!! he wrote; "his speech and sayings 
1. Coleridge, OPe cit., I, p. 278 
2. Hazli tt, INilliam, Lectures on the Literature of the Age 
of Elizabeth and the Characters of Shakespeare's PlaIs , 
pp. 76-78 
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but the idle coinage of the poet's brain. ,(lhat then, are 
they not real? They are as real as our own thoughts. Their 
reality is in the reader's mind. It is we who are Hamlet." l 
To Kreyssig and Vischer, also, Hamlet's procrastination 
seemed due to an excess of a reflective, meditative habit 
of mind. liThe horrible harvest of death in the fifth act 
shows that aimless weakness, even though clad in the finest 
Garb of intellectual keenness, spreads around far more 
misery than the most inconsiderate violence,1I observed 
2 
Kreyssig. 
ilThinkins alone never leads to action," Vischer stated 
succinctly. "Thought seeks an absolutely fit moment, and 
in Hamlet there is none. II Al though }-is task was not in-
superable, it was difficult to perform because the imaginative 
mind falters at the thought of a practical deed. The men-
tal triumph of unmasking the KinG, and the moral and 
intellectual satisfaction that attended the unmasking 
sufficed him. To the melancholy Prince it seemed hardly 
worth while to slay Claudius, for how could one man 
punish the wickedness of the world?3 This idea was re-
peated later by both Turck and Prandes. 
Professor Dowden described Eamlet as a man to whom 
persistent action, particularly the d"uty of deli :';erate 
nevenge, was peculiarly antipathetic. "Under the pitiless 
burden imposed upon him, Hamlet trembles, totters, falls .I~ 
Made for honesty, he wascompelled to use the weapons of 
1. Hazlitt, William, op.cit., p. 74 
2. Variorum Shakespeare, rv, p. 303 




his adversanies, and thus he wasted himself in ingenuity 
and crafty device. In the corruption that surrounded him, 
he was tempted to understand and detest, not to accomplish 
1 
some limited practical service. In spite of difficulties 
without and within, Hamlet clung to his terrible duty. He 
was not incapable of vigorous action, if he were allowed 
no chance of thinkinc; tlle fact away into an idea. tlDoes 
Hamlet finally attain deliverance from his disease of the 
2 
will?" Dowden asked; but I do not think he found an 
answer to his own question. 
Ignoring the historical side of the play and the 
influence on Hamlet's mind of his father's death and his 
mother's remarriage, Jacob Feis contended that Shakespeare 
wrote Hamlet to refute the philos ophy of LIontaigne, which 
the dramatist considered a dangerous influence because it 
disturbed the mind without clearinG it and thus produced 
despair. Hamlet, who represented Illontaigne, liked hUJnanis-
tic studies but also adhered to old dogmas. His soul 
strugGle arose from a divided mind - the fact that he found 
"nothinG either good or bad." Like r:ontaigne, he was 
preoccupied with the thought of death; but this obsession 
arose from superstitious Christianity rather than from the 
free use of reason. To Shakespeare the French writer who 
allowed himself to be driven about by his feelin.:;s seemed 
1. Dowden, Edward, Shakespeare:His Mind and Art, pp. 115-116 
2. Ibid., p. 130 
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to need an object lesson. To teach that we owe every-
thing gr~at in the world to the full and free use of 
reason, he created Hamlet, a philosopher with energy 
paralyzed by thinking too much and. arriving at no deci-
1 
sion. 
"Prom the beginnin[; to the end, Hamlet never really 
34 
makes up his mind. He is morally an interrogation point," 
the poet Lanier felt. He answers life's questions by 
askint: another question: Ought I to do this or that? 
Shall I believe the Ghost or doubt him? Shall I stab the 
King or not stab him? Shall I be insane or shall I not 
be insane? Ought I to avoid this dreadful mission of 
settinG right a disjointed time, or accept it? flThus the 
real thrusts at Hamlet, and Hamlet thrusts not back but 
leaps aside. Perhaps Hamlet's absolute lack of belief, 
combined with his yearning belief that he does believe, 
has never been properly insisted on.1t Hamlet alleges that 
he does not kill Claudius because of a perfectly clear 
conviction as to what will happen to the King after death, 
a point which a moment before he said no man could deter-
mine. When Hamlet talks about he a ven and hell here ,. he is 
saying, "And I, Hamlet, believe that I believe this, and 
so I will not take this orportunity for revenge." The key 
to his character is that half-belief which does not know 
that it believes, but only believes that it believes, 
1. Ralli, op.cit., pp. 8-9 
• 
iland so twists its belief from moment to moment to suit 
its mood, and hence a thousand inconsistencies. tll 
The fifth Hamlet - the fatalist who in his ceaseless 
dreaming has lost sight of the finite and sees only the 
infinite - is the Hamlet of Victor Hugo. 
tlUe believes himself to be no more the master of his 
35 
fate than is a sparrow. It is on this passive creature that 
the mission has devolved of overthrowing a tyrant. Hamlet 
looks on himself as powerless. Shakespeare has made him 
a fatalist avengert fl said Hugo. Again we are plunGed into 
a metaphysical sea by this critic's observation that the 
strw;sle between -Hill and :b:ate belonL;s not only to the 
history of Iiarnlet but to tl1e history of all mankind. 2 
The sixth Hamlet -;s a poor moral weaklins who made a 
practice of neGlectinG his duties. Richard Grant '[vhi te 
slipped this Hamlet in amons the more sympathetic portraits, 
neglect ins to state by what law of literature or of life he 
should be accepted as the hero of serious traGedy. 
AlthouGh Hamlet wished to assume his rlbhtful positlon 
in the kingdom, l'vhite stated, he had not the steady self-
assertion and darinL necessary for thrustinL another down 
who stood in his place however wronc;fully. Fis was "one 
of those natures into which wrong enters like a thorn to 
wound and rankle, not as a spur to rouse endeavor." Sorely 
1. Lanier, Sidney, Shal{e Eipe-are and Fis Forerunners, pp. 264-267 




smitten in his two tenderest points, his ambition and his 
love for his mother, he was capable of nothinG but weak 
despair and dejection of soul. This mood was the natural 
result of his constant neglect of the active duties of his 
position, and his habit of watchin~ and pondering the 
conduct of all around him. His weariness of life came from 
too much observation and reflection. Wh~n he refused to 
kill Claudius lest he send his soul to Heaven, he only 
pretended to deceive himself with this arGument. All he 
really wished was to shuffle away from and procrastinate 
what he felt to be his solemn duty. "Poor moral weakling 1 
His thouGht and his intent were always the straws of every 
sust of accident. tll 
Let us cross over to the second camp. rrhe seventh 
Hamlet, in strikinc contrast to the others so far presented, 
is a brave and resolute man whose nature rebelled at per-
forming an action which rras not the result of his own judg-
ment. Hermann Ulrici described this independent spirit. 
The Prince possessed courat;e, energy, will, and reso-
lution, declared I~lrici, but because his will was guided 
by judgment, he was slow to act. By nature a philosophical 
spirit,. he had both the desire and the power to accomplish 
Great thinGs. Any action on his part, however, had to 
be II in obedience to the dictates of his own thoLJ . .[,;ht and 
1.White, Richard Crant, Studies in Shakespeare, pp. 80-94 
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by his own independent, oribinal, and creative energy." 
We behold in Hamlet,Ulrici said, trthe Christian strug-
Gling with the natural man. The natural man spurs him on 
to irmnediate action and charges his doubts with cowardice 
and irresolution; the Christian spirit draws him back, 
though still resisting. He hesitates between the two in 
1 
an attempt to preserve his own liberty of will and action.!! 
~rhe eishth and last Hamlet to be considered here is 
the victim of an inexol'able fate, swept on to inexplicable 
destruction. This is the Senecan hero of Cunliffe, Trau-
mann, Wendell and Swinburne. 
Victor Hugo had painted a hero who failed becav.se of 
his negative philosophy, but the critics who described the 
eighth Hamlet found fatalism in tlJe plot rather tban in 
the character. '1'hey interpreted the playas the climax 
of the reflective tendency in Shakespeare and in the 
BnGlish dr8.1'la, thouSh coupled, as in Seneca, with a full 
complement "of carnal, bloody, and unnatural acts.!! 
-Accord:tns to J. 'N. Cunliffe, the fatalism in the play 
was of the hopeless Stoic kind which included the sods 
themselves. 
If it be now, ltis not to comc; if it be not 
to come, it will be now; if it be not now, yet it 
will come; the readiness is all. 
V, ii, 224-227 
1: at Hamlet, but the hanel of cnance brou~~r.t about the 
2 
catastrophe. 
1. Variorum Shakespeare, IV, pp :---292 - 293 
2. Cunliffe, J. VJ., The Influence of Seneca on ;:l:tzabe-
than lI'ra;;;;~, - pp. 79-81 




To Barrett Jendell the play tauLht that men are the 
sport s of a tragic fate, the storm:.", pas s ionate, Chris tian-
ized fate of Romantic Eu~ope. 
Thought, emotion, conduct, life in all its aspects 
are alike at the mercy of this unspeakable force, yet 
these very men, whirled onward thouCh they be towards 
the portals of iternity, must think, must feel, must 
act, must live. 
'110 others and even to t~'lemselves they must seem the respon-
sible masters of their destinies. '.Jendell felt that Hamlet 
voiced Shakespeare's passionate, restless ac1cnowledgment 
2 
of this unfathomable mystery. 
:.c;rnest 'l'raumann also showed us a hero who defied fate 
and who preferred to SUCCUI,1b rather than to sacrifice his 
most intimate self and his nobility of spirit. Defrauded 
of his innermost earthly happiness, ancJ cut off from his 
age, country, and surroundinGs, he fell back upon himself 
and his own mind until eventually will was extinGuished 
by thought. Hamlet could have reached the goal of revenge 
had it been merely re venge he was SEekins. It was no tan-
gible object for whIch he fouCht; it was hIs own spirlt. 3 
The point at which Svdnburne left the other crltics 
in this group was in his verdict that Hamlet was not over-
irresolute. At times, he pointed out, the hero acted wltb 
almost unscrupulous resolution. '.['0 refute the popular 
theory wit13 regard to the character, he attacked. the wisdom 
1. Wendell, Barrett, William Shakes,Peare - A Study In 
ElIzabethan Literature, p. 259 
2. I';.:;ld. 




and the corr~on sense of taking the soliloquies at their 
face value. From those speeches alone the majority of 
COTImlentators had built up their wan-visaged Prince whose 
"native hue of resolution il was "sicklied o'er w:tth the 
pale cast of thout;ht." Because this opinion differed so 
essentially from t' e commonly accepted one that through 
the monolosues only could we arrive at a true estimate of 
Hamlet's character, I shall let Swinburne speak for himself: 
A man whose natural tenlptation was to swerve, 
whose inborn inclination was to shrink and skulk 
aSlde from duty and from action, 1'1011.1(1 hardly be 
the first and last person to suspect his own 
weakness, the one only unbiased judge and witness 
of sufficiently sharp-siGhted candor and accuracy to 
estimate ari:.:;ht his poyerty of nature anr1 the mal-
formation of his mind. 
So startlincly modern is the Swinburne who drew this 
portrait of Famlet in 1889 - SllCh a veri tablG white 
blackbird - that we find Professor Stoll, whose custom it 
is to agree with no man, actually quotinL, him more than 
half a century later. 2 
With the eisht pictures before us, let us inquire into 
the accuracy of 'Ten Brink's statement re~~:ardin:::; the lack 
of pro.£;ress made by the nineteenth century critics towards 
the understandins of IJaHlletls character. 11.11 0:[' these 
critics reGarded the play merely as a frame to set off 
the hero. All but four, Cunliffe, 'L'ral1mann, Nende11, and 
SWinburne, found the motivation of the traGedy in the 
1. SWinburne,--Alc;ernon Cl~arTe-S:AStu.dY of Shakespeare 
pp. 167-168 
2. stoll, Elmer E., Art and Artifice in Shakespeare, 
p. 96 
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nature of the hero. Take the idealist confronted by a 
problem to which he is not equal and endow him with a 
11 craven sCFlJ.ple of' thinkinb too precisely on the event"; 
and in the Coethe-Schlecel-Colericlge compound which results 
will be found the Hamlet that deliGhted the aesthetic 
fancy of the nineteenth century romantic critic. 
Professor Ten Prink was rlchtl 
F'" 
CHAPTER III 





'l'B}:; REALISTS' EAlfILIT (1866-1936) 
~>Jhile the romantic critics of the late nineteenth 
century were still followins the Goethe tradition, the 
neVI spirit of realism was teginning to manifest itself 
in Hamlet criticism. 'l'he critics considered in this 
chapter, all approachinc; their problem objectively, have 
recognized the existence of the delay in the plot. Accorc1-
in;; to their analyses, the old story upon which the play 
is based, not the character of Hamlet, is responsible for 
that delay. Shakespeare's task was to revise a traGedy 
of blood; and although he could not tamper with the basic 
episodes of the drama, he could and did make a hero to suit 
himself. 
1 
In 1866 Gustav numelin ripped throuc;h the fabric 
of the popular nineteenth century theory by reminding 
i the reader that Shakespea:r:'e fo~nc3 the delay in the old ( 
I 
I 
story he_u~s~~visins • Jhat dramatist, strivin'_' to 
please his audience, would have had the temerity to change 
or suppress the main outlines of a popular ane] well known 
story? Such a playwri~ht woul0 have met with as certain 
failure as the story teller in whose version of Bluebeard 
none of the wives was murdered. 








To Rumelin's consideration of the nature and limita-
tions of Shakespeare's materials of plot, we may trace the 
rise of the historical-comparative method of the objective 
school of critics. Briefly summarized Rumelin's conten-
tions were as follows: 
1. Shakespeare retold an old story. 
2. The character of Hamlet was inconGruous with 
that story. 
3. Therefore, the work as a whole was imperfect. 
No important critic has since forgotten the first 
statement, and only one, T. S. Eliot, has since agreed with 
the third. 'rhe crux of criticism, then, is still the char-
acter of Hrunlet - not the flesh and blood hero of the 
romanticist, but the fictitious character in relation to 
the incidents of the plot. 
Here a digression from criticism proper seem~ necessary, 
for, with the late nineteenth century fervor for history, 
the realistic critic concerned himself with such questions 
as where Shakespeare found his material and how he trans-
muted it, and with analyses of the three main forms in 
1 
which the play of Hamlet is extant. 
Let us return to Shakespeare's workshop to look at 
Hamlet in the makins. Saxo Grarmnaticus' story of Amlethus, 
which appeared in Latin in his Historia Danica from 1180-
1208, reached England tllrough the medium ofl:i,elleforest' s 
1. The great body of textual critiCism, which is one-of the 
important developments of the historical method, is not 






French translation, Histoires Tragiques, in 1570. This book 
in turn was rendered into BnSlish as The Historie of Hamblet 
probably in 1608, after the publication of the Second 
Quarto. In the Amleth saga as in Shakespeare's play, we 
have the murder of the father by the jealo'us uncle; the 
mother's marriage with the murderer; the son's feigned 
madness; the vague oriGinals of Ophelia and Polonius; the 
meeting of mother and son; and the voya[;e to Enlland. The 
orisinal Hamlet :::.oes to EnGland without interruption from 
pirates, vvitnesses the death of his two companions, and 
returns and kills not only the king but all his courtiers. 
The elements of the plot which are not found in t:t.e old 
story are tbB Ghost, the play-scene, and the death of the 
hero as well as the objects of his reven:..;e. rl'hese belong 
1 
to the Elizabethan drama. 
'11he tteme was familiar on the English stage apparently 
by 1589 when it seems to be alluded to by Thomas Nashe 
in his preface to Greene.' s L'lenaphon: 
Yet English Seneca read by candlelight yee16es 
many good sentences, as Bloud is a besgar, an(} so 
forth; and if you intreate him faire in a frosty 
mornine;, he will affoord you whole Hamlets, I should 
say handfulls of tragicall speeches. 2 
In 1594 Henslowe's Diary records a play called Bamlet as 
acted at NewinGton Butts TbBater on June 9. In 1596 Lodge1s 
Wits Lliserie and tbe Norlcl-...'_~rJladness_, we read, liRe looks 
as pale as the ghost which cried so miserably at the 
1. Gollancz, Israel, 
2. Murray, Gilbert, 
TheSc;u:r-ces of Hamlet, p. 85 
Eamlet andOrestes, pp. 4-5 
F 
theator like an oyster-wife, Hamlet, revenGe. 1I In 1598 
1 
Gabriel Harvey mentioned Shakespeare's Hamlet. 
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Hamlet, then, like most of the great Elizabethan plays, 
presents itself to us as a whole that has been Gradually' 
built up, not as a sinGle definitive creation made by 
one man in one effort. All evidence points to the existence 
of an old playas early as 1587, perhaps by Kyd; and before 
Hrunlet was an English play, it was a Scandinavian story. 
Had then Shakespeare no orisinal power? the reader may 
be askinG at this point. 
The originality of Shakespeare was threefold: 
1. He transformed and upraised other men's crude 
creations. 
2. Be put admirably imagined characters and ad-
mirably turned speech where others had put 
unplausible puppets and unreal rhetoric. 
3. He rose from the monotonous blank verse of his 
predecessors to lIa species of rhythm as inherent-
ly great as that of ~ilton at his most skillful, 
and more nervously powerful, because more 
dramatic. 2 
Into the old tra:;edy of blood that his :Slizabethan 
audience knew and loved, he infused the magnificence of 
his poetry, the amazing subtlety of his psycholoCY, and 
the intensity of the traGic emotion. 
Shakespeare's first revision of the lost play of Kyd 
must have been made in 1601; and althou.~;h it could not 
have been thorouGh, it was adequate to attain sensational 
popularity. Ilnmediately Jonson touched up The Spanish 
1. Murray, Gilbert, op.cit., pp. 4-5 
2. Robertson, J. Mo, )\[ontaigne and ShakE1_~peare, p. 265 
... , 
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1'ragedy for the Admiral' s ~\'=en, and Marston wrote 
Antonio's Revenge. In fact, the Hamlet of 1601 started 
a vogue in tragedies of revense. Anthony Scoloker wrote, 
ll}iaith, it should pleese all, like Hamlet; If and the 
Chamberlain's men were called on to present the play be-
fore the two universities of Cambridce and Oxford. This 
general acclaim made Hamlet a desirable item to the pub-
lishers. Usually there was only one complete copy of a 
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play, the original manuscript bearin:~; the official license 
of the censor. The playhouse copyist gave each actor his 
own part, which he was expected to keep under lock and key. 
Evidently the corrupt text issued in 1603, the First Quarto, 
was printed from a manuscript concocted from notes taken at 
the theater, possibly with the assistance of the written 
parts of one or two hirelings in the Chamberlain's Company.l 
The play of Hamlet is extant in three main forms: 
the First and Second Quartos and the First Folio • 
1. The Pirst Quarto, the stolen and corrupt text dated 
1603 but perhaps printed in 1602, was entitled 1I'11he '1'ragic-
all Historie of Hamlet Prince of Deml1ark by William 
Shake-speare, As it hath been at divers times acted by 
his Eighnesse servants in the Cittie of London: As also 
in the two Universities of CambridGe and Oxford and else-
where. 1I This edition has only 2,143 lines, many of them 
incomplete, as against the 3,891 lines of the Globe edition. 
1. Adams, Joseph Quincy, A Life of Nilliam Shakespeare, 
p. 306 
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It differs from our version also in the order of the 
scenes and to some extent in the plot. For instance, the 
Queen's innocence of her husband's murder is made quite 
explicit.'.Jhen she hears hm"1 it was wrought, she exclaims, 
But, as I have a soul, I swear by Heaven 
I never knew of ttis most horrible murder. 
and thereafter she acts confidentially with Hamlet and 
Horatio. Some of the names also are different: for 
Polonius, we have C orambis; and for Reynaldo, L;ontano. 
2. The Second Quarto, dated 1604, described itself 
as II enlarged to almoste as much againe as it was, accord-
inG to the true andperfecte coppie. 1I 
3. '1'he Folio of 1623 differs in a ver-;T large number 
of details from that of the Second Quarto; and it con-
tains some 85 lines not in the Quarto, while the Quarto 
has about 218 lines not in the Folio. Both of these sets 
of omissions appear to be dlJe to cuts made for actinc; 
purposes. It is clear that tl:..ese two texts were printed 
from independent copies of the author's manuscript; and 
most, if not all, of tJ:J.e variations in detail may be 
accounted for by the carelessness of transcribers and 
printers. They are not such as to prove an additional 
revision by the dramatist. 
The excursion into the history of the play concluded, 
we may return to the realistic critics, who portray five 
types oJ' Hamlet. 
F 
f : ... -. 
Four of these types appear in the camp of the critics 
who think Hamlet a dreamer; the fifth, in the camp of 
~,hose who think him a man of action. 
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~'he first Hamlet is Shakespeare' is attempt to depict a 
sensitive, Senerous, and reflective nature, with which the 
delay imposed by the old plot would not be inconGruous. 
This was Rumelin's theory, and it is echoed with sliSht 
variations in the criticism of Brandes, Shaw, Raleigh, 
Quiller-Couch, Robertson, Santayana, Caroline Spurgeon, 
and others. 
Rumelin was the first critic whom I found deliberate-
ly ignoring the character of Hamlet in discussing the 
cause of the delay, and pointinG out the necessity of re-
tardinL; movement s in a tragedy. In other words, Rume lin 
began again to consider the plot as of more importance 
than the hero. Had Hamlet executed the act of vengeance 
immediately after the appearance of the Ghost, he arGued, 
the drama would have ended with the second scene. Hamlet 
acted tlll'ou:.;hout, and his self-reproaches showed how 
filled he was with the thouGht of his task. In adapting 
an old legend, Rumelin declared, Shakespeare kept the main 
outlines of the plot, but let the hero represen~ his own 
disgust and disillusionraent. This irreconcilable discr~­
ancy between the vehicle and the character made him con-
sider the play one of the dramatist's most imperfect works. 




the melancholy, the spirit, and the wit of his own soul 
was no longer fit to be a Northern hero, the bloody 
avenger of a bloody deed. Rumelin did not claim that his 
theory cleared away the difficulties and obscurities in 
the plot, but he felt that it at least explained how the 
incongruities between the nature of the hero and the nature 
of his deeds had arisen. l 
Instead of deplorin~ the discrepancy between the old 
story and Shakespeare1s hero as Rmnelin had done, the 
2 
Danish critic, neorge BrE!ndes , saw an advantage in the 
incongruity of a Hamlet who believed in the rhost and yet 
doubted him, who accepted the summons to vengeance and 
yet delayed. 'l'he dramatist introduced a Renaissance hero 
in the medieval fable. Hamlet suddenly realized that 
every thins was entirely different from what he had imacined, 
and he felt as if he must die because he could not set it 
right. Pindin~; it difficult to believe the world so bad 
and seeking for proof, he planned the play. lIe was not 
in the main incapable of action, but he had a Great inward 
obstacle to overcome. Reflection hindered him. (Erandes 
reminded us here that the technique of the play required 
a hero who did not act). His faculties paralyzed by his 
new realization of what life is, he brooded over how 
little would be gained by gettin[ rid of a sinGle noxious 
1. Variormn Shakespe-are-~-~::tV-; pp. 324-328-----
2. Brandes, George, ',Jilliam ShaJr8speare, pp. 366-370 
F 
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animal. "To Hamlet, life is half reality and half 
dream," Brandes concluded. "His melancholy was the re-
suIt of his indicnation. Evil was too strons, too cunninb 
for him."l 
11he Hamlet (;eorge :t),ernard Shaw would like to see 
on the stase is a man in whom the common personal 
passions are superseded by wider and rarer interests. 
'1'he critical self-consciousness of such a person makes 
the practical efficiency of the instinctive man on the 
lower plane impossible to him. Fe finds the duties dic-
tated by conventional revenle and arnbition as disagree-
able a burden as commerce is to a poet. lndeed there is 
a sense in which Shaw's Hamlet is insane, for jlhe trips 
over the mistake which lies on the threshold of intellec-
tual self-consciousness: that of brinsin; life to 
utilitarian or Hedonistic tests, thus treatinG it as a 
means instead, of an end. 1I2 
Nalter Haleigh's Hamlet is not unlike Shaw's. '11 he 
weakness of Hamlet, he felt, lies in the fact that he 
cannot concentrate for any lencth of time on a narrow, 
practical problem. He cannot "refuse himself that sudden 
appeal to universal considerations which is called 
philosophy or hrunor." Sensitive, thoughtful, .:.;enerous, 
and impulsive as he is, he cannot escape his fate. Shake-
speare "watched his heroes, awe-struck, as he saw them 
1. Brandes, e+eorge, op .cit • ,-- p. 370---------
2. Shaw, Ceorge Bernard, Dramatic Opinions and Essays, 
II, p. 315 
drawn into the culf", and he felt that "what they suffer 
is out of all proportion to what they are.!! They are 
presented with a choice, and the essence of the tragedy 
is that choice is impossible. Eamlet fluctuates between 
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thouGht which leads nowhere and action which is narrow and 
unsatisfying. Raleigh found a curiously business-like 
vein of criticism runnincs throll[)h the essays and remarks 
on Hamlet, with their talk of failure and success. Apropos 
of those critics who think Hamlet's delay vias justified 
by his desire to do his duty in a more effective and 
workmanlike fashion, he said, IIfI'he melancl101y Prince has 
certainly not been able to infect all who read his story 
with his own habit of thouGht." A play is not a collec-
tion of biosraphies, he reminded us, but the Grouping of 
certain facts and events around a single center so that 
they may be seen at a ~lance. Hamlet's mind is that center. 
tilt is not by what he does that he appeals to us, but by 
what he sees and feels. 1t Action and contemplation, which 
the dramatist usually separates by embodyins them in o.if-
ferent persons, are not separated in the character of 
Harnlet. His actions surprise himself. "His reason, bein2: 
Shakespeare's reason, is superb in its outlook and sits 
unmoved above the s tl'ife ." 1 
"I suggest that all these critics have been plucking 
different hearts out of the mystery and exhibitinC them, 
1. Haleit)h, OPe cif:~ pp. 184-202 
F 
simply because there was never any mystery in Hamlet, 
and consequently no secret heart to pluck out,!! Sir 
Arthur Quiller-Couch maintained, 1 and he supported his 
arGument with three proofs: 
1. It is never the test of the highest art that it 
is unintelligible. 
2. Hamlet is the most popular of Shakespeare's plays. 
3. J:;very actor wants to play Hamlet, and when he 
comes to it, he always plays it successfully. 
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Shakespeare, of course, invites each of us to put hbu-
self in Hamlet's place. II '1' he point of every trasedy is 
its demand on our several assent - 'There, but for the 
grace of rod, go I' • • • • • Caru10t anyone of us, imaGin-
ing such a shock to fall upon him as fell upon Hamlet, 
conceive it as rockinG his mind in violent oscillation on 
its pivot?" Quiller-Couch asked. 2 Hamlet was never 
thrown off the pivot, although his own mind occasionally 
suspected that he had been. As for his delay, Hamlet was 
a man of -::,entle, scrupulous nature and of an exceedingly 
active intellect; and all the positive evidence he had was 
the word of the Ghost. His responsibility was to his 
own conscience. 'l'hat is why, beinG a grown and thoughtful 
man, he could not strike as the nineteenth century conrrnen-
tators demanded. He was scrupulous. 'l'hat is why (as he 
told us) he designed the play-scene. 'l'hat is why (as he 
1. Quiller-Couch, Arthur, Shakespe-aretSi:Torlmiansl1"fp, ----
p. 142 
2. Ibid., p. 165 
I,:" 
F 
told us) he could not kill Claudius "pat" while he was 
praying. I1at~llet himself at times was moved by a doubt of 
the Ghost'.9 authenticity. "\Jhy should such a man as 
Hamlet not shrink from the deed and cast about for a new 
incentive? r1'he charse is imposed upon him. He loathes 
it. At first he finds thouCht of it so intolerable that 
he contemplates suicide .11 1 
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Ho charge of de lay can be brou[jht aGains t Hamlet e,xcept 
2-
between Acts I and II, avows J. ~. Robertson, and to stab 
a man in the back would hardly produce a hiGh moral or aesthetic 
effect. Shakespeare has supplied the critics with grounds 
for accusinG, Hamlet of delay t:b..rou~_~h the hero's self-reproach-
ing soliloquies. liamlet, however, is neither weak nor outmatched 
by circumstances. The authnr should have explained the 
hero's delay; but as he did not, Robertson explains it 
for him. Critics point to Ophelia's speech, "Nay, 'tis 
twice two months, my 10rd,iI to prove that two months have 
elapsed since the appearance of the !ihost. Shakespeare, 
takine; up and rewriting Kyd's already modified play and 
not finding the simple explanation originally siven there 
that Hamlet was prevented from prompt action by the presence 
of the guards, now dropped from the play in conformance 
with English court practice - accepted a mysterious delay 
where none had been planned and created a new psychological 
3 
situation. 
1. Quiller-Couch, OPe cit., pp. 171-172 
2. Robertson, J. I'll., The Problem of Hamlet, pp. 16-27 
3. Robertson, J. M., The State of Shakespeare Study, p. 33 
.. 
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Kyd's traGic method was one of Ions baffled action, 
and the devices which Shakespeare used for delayinG: the 
outcome were his machinery in adapting a barbaric story 
in which a barbarian had to delay because he was the only 
one against a powerful chief. The pessimism, which 
proceeds from Famlet's sickness of heart and which makes 
I 
us feel that revenge is no remedy, is Shakespeare's personal 
contribution; but much matter which conflicts with that 
pessimism, such as the hero's displays of sudden visor, 
relnalons .1 In the ideal Hamlet, Shakespeare saw a princely 
spirit vibrating under his torture, and through his own 
pain doubly alive to all the beauty and tragedy of the 
world. "'l'he events of the play were there, and he had 
to accept them; and in this acceptance, Shakespeare re-
vealed his great idiosyncrasy.1I 2 
George Santayana states his belief concerning the ma-
terial of great poetry thus: 
Imagination needs a soil in history, tradition, 
or human institution, else its random srowths are not 
significant enough and, like trivial melodies, go 
imrnediately out of fashion. A great poem needs to be 
built up and remodeled on ~ome Given foundation with 
materials already at hand. 
Shakespeare followed a classic precept in the romantic 
drama; he allowed the plot to sugGest the characters, and 
he conceived their natures and psychological movement only 
as an underpinning and satiric deepeninG for their known 
1. Roberts on, J. Ivi., The Problem of Hamlet, pp. 66"-74 
2. Ralli, op.cit., II, p. 447 
3. Santayana, George, Obiter Scripta, p. 41 
actions. Surviva~ of cruder methods give a touch of in-
coherence to Hamlet's character, otherwise sufficiently 
I 
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complex, accordinb to Santayana. His reasons for sparing 
Claudius are a remnant of the bombast belonginc to the 
old story. In Hamlet's personality incoherent sentiments, 
due, in a genetic sense, to the imperfect recastinG of a 
Grotesque old story, are made attributable ideallj to his 
habit of actin~ out a mood irresponsibly and of Giving a 
mock expression to every successive intuition. 'Thus his 
false rhetoric before the prayin(_ Claudius becomes char-
acteristic and may be taken to betray an inveterate vacilla-
tion which seizes on verbal excuses and plays with unreal 
sentiments in order to put off the moment of actine. Hamlet's 
mind possessed infinite sensibility but no mastery over 
itself nor over things. ~hakespeare fell in love with his 
hero. He caught in the figu.re of Hamlet, at first only 
grotesque and melodramatic, the suggestion of something 
noble. He developed that suggestion and at the same time 
elaborated the story, even constructinG a younL~ Erunlet to 
stand behind the play. The old problem of Hamlet's delay 
Santayana answers by remindinG the reader that the play 
pre-exists and imposes itself on the poet, who is reduced 
to pavinG the way as best he can for foregone complications. 
Hamlet is irrational. Fe acts without reflection, as he 
reflects without acting. At the basis of all his insenuity 
1. Santayana, OPe cit., pp. 42-67 
I -
p 
lies this piece of inexplicable folly, that he conceals 
his discovery and postpones his reven~,e. This unreason 
is a sort of passionate weakness and indirection in his 
will, which works its own ends. 
It is the tragedy of a soul buzzing in the 
glass prison of a world which it can neither 
escape nor understand, in which it flutters about 
without direction, without clear hope, and-yet 
with many a keen pang, many a dire imacoinary proe.-
lem ~ and much exquisite music. l 
The theme of the play is a hidden crime met by a fantastic 
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and incapable virtue. There is no richer or more exquisite 
monument to the failure of emotional Good will, and of 
intelli~;ence inclined to embroider rather than to build. 
Caroline Spurgeon arrives at her interpretation of 
Shakespeare and indirectly at her understandins of the 
individual plays tbroubh her study of the poet's images. 
In Hamlet she points out linages of sickness and disease 
or blemish of the body and she discovers the idea of a 
tumor the dominating one as descriptive of the unwholesome 
moral condition of Denmark. Hamlet speaks of his mother's 
sin as a blister on the "fair forehead of an innocent 
lovell; C'ertrude speaks of her !!sick soul a ; heaven's face 
is "thousht-sick ll at the act; Claudius is a !lmildew'd 
ear!! blastinG his wholesome brother. '1'his state of 
corruption whic11 shocks, paralyzes, and finally over-
whelms Hamlet is the foul tumor breakin2, inwardly and 
poisoning the whole body, while showing 
1. Santayana, op.cit., p. 52 
<c. 
... 
• • • • • no cause without 
vVhy the man die s • 
IV, iv, 28 
AccordinG to Dr. Spurgeon, when the play opens, Hamlet 
has already begun to die internally. She says: 
\ 
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Shakespeare sees Har-111et' s problem not predomi-
nantly that of will and reason. 'He sees it pictorially 
not as the problem of an individual at all, but as 
a condition for which the individual himself is 
apparently not responsible, any more than the sick 
man is to blame for the infection which strikes and 
devours him, but which nevertheless in its course 
and development, impartially and relentlessly 
annihilates him and others, innocent and [)_dl ty 
alike. That is the tragedy of Hamlet, as it is 
perhaps the chief traGic mystery of life. l 
A Hamlet who cannot act but can only feel, reflect, 
and plan is described by John Jay Chapman; 2 one whose 
mind is ill at ease in a detestable society, by 
-vV. Macne ile Dixon; 3 and a hero whos e de lay is dve to 
o 4 his mind and heart, by Raymond t:acdonald AlO.en. 
The second Hamlet of the realists is the morbid and 
melancholy IItype tl popular in Elizabethan drama. He is 
described by Corbin, Gilbert Murray, Lillian Ninstanley, 
Schucking, and r. s:;. Harrison. 
There are two contradictory phases in Hamlet, stated 
5 
John Corbin, the first critic to brine before us the 
temper of an Elizabethan audience. One is a remnant of 
the hero of Kyd' s Spanish 'llraGedy, Hieronimo; the other, 
a foreshadowing of the character that is to COGle. In 
1. Spurgeon, Caroline, 
2. Chapman, John Jay, A 
3. Dixon, W. Macneile, 
4. Ralli, 0E' cit., II, 
5. Ibid., p. 117 
Shake s pe are 's~--fmager:7 and rlha t 
It Tells Us, pp. 318-319' 
Glance Toward Shakespeare, pp. 34-42 





many plays, from haste or policy, Shakespeare left whole 
episodes that savor of the cruder aspects of Elizabethan 
drama. He was a popular dramatist, who knew that insanity 
\ 
amused the plaYGoers. rro them Hamlet I s feigned madness 
seemed comic in some scenes whic1l are trasic to the modern 
mind. In the pre-Shakespearean story there was no real 
insani ty, but remodeled by ~)hakespeare, Hamlet I s mind be-
came acute, sensitive, and morbid under the strain. In 
plot Hamlet went back to the lost play, in which action 
was deferred. The S1Iakespearean element was concerned with 
his reflective, ima2inative, humane traits. 
The character of Hamlet, like that of Orestes, is a 
traditional type, Professor ('ilbert I.~urrayl told the 
British Academy in 1914. from the interaction of the 
two elements of tradition and invention, or the conscious 
and tbe unconscious, the story of Hamlet had been built 
up by many minds in many ~enerations. In all versions 
the dramatic character of the play had required that the 
hero should be under the shac10vv of madness. 'llhere is 
that in the character of Orestes which makes it easy for 
him to 00 mad. Of 3hakespeare's hero Murray said, If In 
Hamlet, tlle madness is assumed, but I tr:Jst I am safe in 
sayinG there is somethin: in the hero's character which 
at least makes one wonder if it is entirely assumed.!! 
1. l',:urray, Gilbert, op. cit.-~ pp. 4-10 
F 
In a fit of exasperation John Drinkwater once said 
that nine tenths of what Shakespeare wrote is as plain 
as pike-staff, an~ that the critics concern themselves 
with the one tenth that is obscure. Quiller-Couch is of 
the opinion that nine tenths of all that has bee~ written 
on Hamlet is rubbish. Neither of these eminent creative 
artists, however, could refrain from addinG his drop to 
the sea of criticism. Quiller-Gouch's ire was evidently 
aroused by such studies as Edward P. Vinting's demonstra-
tion in 'rhe Eystery of Hamlet that Eamlet was a woman and 
in love with Horatio; and an anon:vmous author's proof 
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in an article in the Popular Science r:onthly of Llay, 1860, 
IIT'he Impediment of Adipose - A Celebrated Case,ll that 
the key to Hamlet's delay is found in Gertrude's observa-
tion, IlHe's fat and scant of breathllt 
I am not slJ_sgestinG that l,liss Lillian 'Jinstanley's 
Hamlet and the Scottish Succession belongs to the nine 
tenths of critical rubbish; but it does seem to carry 
the historical method to a dangerous extreme. The author 
compares the play with the P~mleth story on the one side 
ane} the historical details on the other, and proves to 
her ovm satisfaction that the (aain problems of the play 
are those of the history rath~r than those of the saga. 
~iss Winstanley's trief is as follows: 
Realizinc the interest of his audience in the 
question of the scottish succession and the bssex 
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conspiracy, Shakespeare set about dramatizins this stor¥ 
and the character of <Tames I. He took the plic;ht of 
James, whose father, Darnley, had been murdered and 
whos e mother, I/ary, marriec'l his father I s murderer I Poth-
well. The prince was acclaimed the avenger of his fath~r. 
, 
'1'he situation had only one flaw - the prince was an 
infant anci c oule not pursue venGeance. ~jhake speare over-
came this defect by combininL the two T~otllwells, using 
tl-~e ac t ion ot t12e e lcJer ancl. the charac ter of t.[-;.e youn::.:er. 
'['he central situation Has the situation of <Tames; the cen-
tral proLlern, ti~e vacillatinL) viill of a man who knows he 
oUGht to act lmt cannot act, was the prol~lem of James I 
cnar8.cter. 'l'tle hatred of bloodshed, the 10'Je of philosoph-
ic discussion, with interest in spirits and the niGht 
side of nature, the love of nisputation, the wittiness, the 
feigninL, of stupidity whicb sometimes made him suspected 
of madness, the carelessness of dress, the habit of swear-
in~, the use of tablets - all these were James' character-
istics. '.-'.'he play of ITan:lot, then, was lar:..,e1-;/ an appeal 
to the interest of the ::"lizabethan audience in t}-'eir 
future kin~. As they witnessed the drama, Shakespeare 
planned tl}at tl~ey slw'Jlc' wisb. to take ~-:arlllot - James out 
of his unconbenial~)enmark - Scotland and introduce him to 
a nobler sphere. lIamlet was not solely a portrait of 
,Tames I; he contained E1ucl~ of Essex as he was j_n the last 




to his nature, was startlin~ly like Ha~let in his latter 
days, irresolute almost to the point of insanity, sur-
rounded by cunnin;:., enemies who plotte .. d against his life, 
and haunted by a premonition of disaster. Hamlet could 
not live, as ':":;s sex coulcl not live, to ;!hear the news from 
England, fI but he prophesied that the [felection:! would 
lisht on :5'ortinbras - .James and save him his ildying 
voice .11 Fort 5nbras commanded that I-iamlet - Ea sex's body 
be placed lion a stase" and that full honors be paid him. 
James did acknowledge his debt to Essex, for he restored 
his family to title and honors and set free his followers. 
AccordinG to Lis si.Hnstanley, then, Hamlet's character 
is a composite of' James I and tIle l~arl of J:.ssex tn his 
later years; and his delay is a composite of James I's 
chronic vacillation anr'J the requirements of the Amleth 
saga. 
The psycholoGical studies of Famlet' s cbaracter weI'e 
almost unanimous in interpretin,[; his reasoninE in the 
soliloquy which begins 
Now might I do it pat, now he is prayinL, 
And now I'll dolt - And so he :::;oes to Feaven~. 
lIT, iii, 72-73 
as an excuse for further delay_ .lIt must be made a 
principle, iI the Cerman critic Schucking says, "to deny 
that Shakespeare makes any character in a monologue 
state reasons for his actions that are not meant to be 
1 




substantially correct and sufficient .ltl 'Nhat Hamlet re-
, 
gards as terrible in his father's death is his lack of 
preparation. In his desire to kill the KinS when he is 
about some evil deed, he proves himself a severe, even a 
cruel avenger. Had the reasons stated been merely specious 
ones, Shakespeare would have made Hamlet say so. If we 
have noted Hamlet';: hesitancy to act, if we have seen him 
sr.trinkirs from the deed without reason, we must remember 
that when Shakespeare uses an old story, 1-::e elaborates and 
refines the character of the hero, but he retains the ac-
tion. In the lost play of I~yd's, which Shakespeare revised, 
Hamlet did not kill the Kin£; at this point; and too much 
tampering with a story as popular as tbis must have been 
to warrant Shakespeare's usin~,: it, would have displeased 
the audience. Sclmckini:; believes that tithe less complica-
ted and more natural the solution of the diffic111ties we 
attempt, the more we endeavor to make the [;i ven ideas s1Jffice 
for the explanation, the fewer the unexpressed ideas we 
introduce, the greater is the probability that we shall 
hit upon the correct meaning - the meaninc intended by 
Shakespeare him~elf.il2 ~Nhen Shakespeare wrote Hamlet, 
thel'melancholy type II was almost a fashionable fiGure; and 
although the great dramatist hael the power of creating 
individuals rather than types, the audience knew their 
melancholy man as soon as he stepped out on the stage. 
1. Schucking;--t;evin '-f;:~- Character Problems-j,n Sha...::~e speare's 
Plays, 212 ff •. 
2. Ibid., p. 235 
-His inky cloak, his downcast eyes, his windy siGhs, his 
inability to act systematic~lly, his escape from reality 
to reverie - all these were his hall marks. Schucking 
advises the actor never to lose sight of the neurotic 
condition of Hamlet, but to adopt an air of bein~ languid 
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and exhausted by lack of sleep, .morbid, inwardly restless, 
1 
irritable, and intolerant. 
Even though Shakespeare revised the ole play, it was 
still a play of revenGe, according to n. B. Harrison,2 
and there was an etiquette to be observed. In The Spanish 
Tragedy, the plot was divided into three actions: how 
Horatio was murdered; how Eieronimo discovered the 
murderer; and finally how he took adequate and artistic 
revenge. The playgoers expected the victim to pay fuller 
measure than he gave in this world and to perish ever-
lastinGly in tl',e next, being cut off at the moment when 
there would be no opport"lmity for him to make peace with 
Divine PrOVidence, so that damnation could be satisfactori-
ly insured. Kyd stressed the infernal aspect of venceance, 
opening his play with the appearance of thB ghost of Don 
Andrea and of Hevense herself, who at the close withdraws 
to drag off her victims to 'l'artarus: 
For here, thouSh death hath end their m~series, 
I'll there besin their endless TraGedy. . 
Hamlet planned rtthe mousetrap" to make sure of the 
Ghost's honesty, for he had every reason to suspect that 
1. Schucking, op.cit., pp. 160-164 
2. Harrison, G. B., Shakespeare Und~r Elizabeth, 
pp. 263-269 
3. Chief Elizabethan Dramatists, ~dited by Neilson, 
Wm. Alden, p. 184:, 11. 44-47 
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he miGht be a devil or the kind of illusion common in 
the advanced stages of melancholy. \Vhen he had proved the 
King's guilt, he spared him because he was praying. He 
wished to take his uncle 
At gaming, swearinG, or atout some act 
That has no relish of salvation in't. 
III, iii, 91-92 
In the delay, then, Shakespeare was merely following the 
pattern of the revenge drama. 
'The third Hamlet- the Hamlet of T. S. Eliot- is the 
victim of h1s own disgust. 
1 
In The Sacred ~ood, Eliot expresses the opinion that 
l1S0 far from being Shakespeare's masterpiece, Hamlet is 
most certainly an artistic failure.!! It is a play dealing 
with the effect of a mother's guilt upon her son, and 
flShakespeare was unable to impose this motive successfully 
upon the intractable material of the old play." Hamlet 
is full of some stuff that the writer could not drag to 
light, contemplate, or manipulate into art. "Famlet (the 
man) is dominated by an emotion which is inexpressible, 
because it is 1n .excess of the facts as they appear .1' 
Although his disgust is occasioned by his mother, she is 
not an adequate equivalent for it; and it envelops and 
exceeds her. Because his disgust is a feelins which he 
cannot understand or objectify, it poisons his life and 
obstructs action. 1I1~one of the possible actions can 
1. Eliot, T. S., Th~ Sacred Wood, pp. 98-101 
satisfy it; and nothins Shakespeare can do with the 
plot can express Hamlet for him." The dramatist simply 
tackled a problem which proved too much for him. "Why 
he attempted it at all is an insoluble puzzle; under 
compulsion of what experience he attempted to express the 
inexpressibly horrible, we cannot ever Imow. lI 
A fourth Hamlet emerGes from Lily Campbell's study 
of Shakespeare's Tragic Heroes - the slave of passion, a 




Miss Campbell advanced the theory that in his tragedies 
Shakespeare was concerned with passion rather than with 
action. Read against the background of contemporary 
philosophy, Hamlet comes to life for her as a study in 
passions, obviously constructed to show the profound truth 
of its dominant idea: 
What to ourselves in passion we propose 
The passion endinc doth the purpose lose. 
The violence of either grief or joy 
Their own enactures with themselves destroy. 
\Vhere joy most revels, grief doth most lament; 
Grief joys, joy grieves, on slender accident. 
III, ii, 204-209 
Shakespeare's method was to show people of different 
temperaments under the influence of the sarne passion so 
that we may see the passion variously manifested. For this 
purpose he employed Hamlet, Fortinbras, and Laertes. The 




fundamental problem of the play is the way in which men 
accept sorrow. In Fortinbras, grief is dominated by 
reason, whereas in Laertes and Hamlet, we see excessive 
grief leading to destruction. Laertes' passion, not to 
be consoled or appeased, turns to anger; and Hamlet's 
dulls and effaces his memory until he is guilty of the 
sin of sloth. 
lITo philosophers of Hamlet's day, the picture of one 
moved to revenge by heaven and hell and yet stayed by ex-
cess of grief from action, of one liapelled by passion to 
revenge and yet through excess of passion having the cause 
of passion blurred in his memory, would not have seemed to 
call for poetl"c exposl"tl"on.nl I::ra let's t pe of rief wa .L m y g s 
one generally accepted in his day, and in tbe play the 
Elizabethan audience read Shakespeare's challenge of 
philosophy to passion. The result for Hamlet was devas-
tation, while Fortinbras and Foratio, the two characters 
in whom reason had swayed passion, lived to dominate the 
scene. 
• •••• blest are those 
lflhose blood and judGment are so well conunin~;led, 
That they are not a pipe for Fortune's finger 
'110 sound what stop she please. 
III, ii, 73-76 
That is the lesson of the play. 
1. Campbell,--- op .cit ., p. 132 
The fifth Hamlet takes us into the second camp. 
In striking contrast to the other four, he is a hero 
possessed of extraordinary couraGe and promptness, a 
practical man who acts tbrou~:hout the play. He appears 
in the analyses of Werder, r!lorgan, Brander l\:atthews, 
Tucker, stoll, and Dover nilson. 
A very start lineS the ory in its day was that put 
1 
forward by Karl .;erder .:Vhether or not Hamlet could do 
what the critics seemed to expect is irrelevant, Werder 
thoUGht. lIe did not dare to do it, for entirely ol-~jec-
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tive reasons. Suppose he had killed the Kine and had taken 
tbB throne. What then? He would have had only the Ghost's 
story as a reason to give the people; and he alone, the 
only man in Denmark personally interested, had received 
the messa;::;e. Nhat then was Hamlet's immediate duty? 
"Not to crush the King at once - but to bring him to con-
fession, to unmask and convict him.tI Killing the King 
before he had confessed would be, not killing the L~uil ty, 
but killin~; the proof. "Upon the one side, a well-
developed fortress, and without, a single man, who is to 
take it, he alone. So stands Eamlet confrontinG his task!1I 
A manly, punctilious, rational Eamlet, suspicious of 
intuitions, deliberatLly perseverin~~, and unwillinc to 
base action on supernatural testimony is described by 
Appleton Iolorgan. 'There was no blunted purpose in the 
• 
soul of this truly EnGlish prince, for whom a vendetta 
had no time limit. He merely waited to satisfy himself. 
Hamlet is not obscure on the stage, states Brander 
Nlatthews, and he knows what he wants to do. Vvere he 
weak of will, the spectators would lonG since have lost 
interest in one who does not know his ovm mind. In the 
play we see the eternal trasedy of the human soul at war 
with inexorable circumstances, not passive1y submissive 
2 
to them. 
Althoush he alligns himself definitely with th~ ob-
jective critics, William Jorm Tucker3 accuses t};em of 
1 
failine to explain the real cause of the conflict between 
Hamlet's lower and hi:=~her natlJ.re. The Prince's reli[::;ion 
has taught him that a purgatorial spirit cannot incite to 
crime. The Ghost had made three injunctions: 
1.Revenge my foul and most unnatural murder. 
2. Taint not thy mind. 
3. Nor let thy soul contrive aGainst thy mother aught. 
As the rightful heir to the throne of Denmark, Hamlet 
must act, not in a personal and vindictive manner, but as 
an instrument of justice, vindicatin::; the violated rights 
of family, of religion, and of state, The courts of 
justice are closed against him by the murderer who holds 
absolute sway. Hamlet's plan, therefore, is to secure 
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1. Morgan, Appleton, Shakespeare in Fact and in CritiCism, 
pp. 92-112 
2. Matthews, Brander, Developme~~ of the Drama, p. 213 
3. Tucker, Wm •. John, C 011e£;e SE.ake.syear_e.., pp. 195-198 
... 
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undeniable proof"s of Claudius' [,uilt, jlOt to pl<.l ',GfO:;'-'e n. 
court, but after Claudius' death, to offer to the people 
as justification of the act. The play shows clearly that 
he kills the KinG only after he has secured such proofs. 
The reasons Harnlrt gives for sparing the KinS at 
prayer cannot be construed as his real sentiments, since 
they are in contradiction to his Christian principles. 
They are simply the expression of the fierce hatred which 
has momentarily taken possession of his lower nature. 
r:Che real consideration that stays his hand is his realiza-
tion that by killinG the KillS novv h~ would be disobeying 
the Ghost f s cOillilland as well as destroyinG all possible 
proofs of his uncle's secret crime. !lHamlet fails to 
strike the King at prayer, not from 'paralysis of will 
power' but from a self-restraint dictated by prudence and 
conscience, \lIJ'hich is only another way of sayin::: that he 
possesses an exceptionally stronb will. 1t AccordinG to 
this critic, other objective studies have not paid suffi-
cient attention to the undeniatle fact that Famlet does 
hesitate to act throush subjective causes, until Claudius 
has betrayed his built and proved the veracity of the 
Ghost. From the moment that his perfectly rational doubts 
are satisfied - durinG 'fhe nurder of Go:qzaso - his delay 
is due to external causes. flHamlet's story,1I Professor 
Tucker concludes, lIis a history of purposes adhered to 
1 
and of an end which compassed them. if 
1. Tucker, Hm. Jolm, 012. cit., p. 198 
po 
Ivir. LOGan Pearsall Smith's "hard boiled tl critic, 
Elmer :2;dgar stoll, IJelieves that he has found the formula 
of Shakespeare's trasedies.l The hero is put into a 
pliGht which requires conduct to which his nature is 
superior and to which he is averse. This situation is 
broUGht about by external means; and the improbabilities 
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are allayed by the reality of characterization, the interest 
of a quickly moving story, the veiled confusion of motive, 
and the all reconcilinG power of poetry. Shakespeare had 
to use the essentials of Kyd's story; in other words, he 
had to begin with the Ghost and end with the tragic deed. 
In the interim Hamlet must busy himself secretly with 
intrigue and melancholy meditations and publicly with a 
pretense of madness. The dramatist could malee slight changes 
_ in the story, of cours~, but none so drastic as the intro-
duction of a procrastinating, weak-willed hero. If critics 
have taught us to see Hamlet in such a li:-:;ht beca"use of 
his self-reproaches in the soliloquies, stoll reminds u~ 
that these sel~-aceusations were a tradition of the stage, 
that Hamlet is spoken well of by others, and that he is 
capable of intrepid activity on many occasions. In the 
soliloquy v{hieh begins, 110, what a rogue and peasant slave 
am I,ll the hero reproaches himself with his failure to do 
any thins but feign madness and baffle hostile curiosity. 




In the second, IIHow all occasions do inform asainst me,1I 
he reproaches himself with his failure to do anythinG but 
confirm the ghost's report. These self-charges arise 
naturally and are needed to satisfy the audience that the 
hero is about his business. If Hamlet had possessed the 
defect that the critics suppose, Shakespeare could not have 
allowed it to drop out of the playas he does; for there 
is no hesitancy about the hero's actions in the latter part 
of the dram.a. rr'be Elizabethan audience understood the 
devious movement of the revenge play and knew that in the 
old story Claudius was not killed until the end. After 
both soliloquies there is action, and that is what the pit 
and the gallery saw. [llhus the author was able to content 
his patrons, to shield his hero, and to prolon[; tbe play. 
The Elizabethan playgoer dcl ighted in intrigue, circuitous 
but cunninG, bloody but paetically just, and took it for 
what Sbalcespeare intended it to be, a story, not of Bamlet's 
procrastination, but of the prolonGed and artful struggle 
between him and the Kins. Hamlet's disdain of confidants 
and confederates adds to his dignity and pathos, and his 
reticence about his plan serves to keep the audience in 
suspense. If he produces no definite scheme toward the 
end, he gains immeasurably by lettinG the Kin::; take the 
lead and load his own soul with the whole burden of the 
final slau[;hter •. Stoll says of this Hamlet he portrays: 
... 
Whatever may be thought of him, such an heroic 
but pathetic Hamlet as I have presented has the 
advantage over the morbid one of being stage-fit and 
fairly intelligible, which the psycholoCist has never 
made him, and of being in keeping with the text, the 
time, and the dramatic tradition and theatrical 
favor of two centuries. 
Since 1917, John Dover Wilson has been enGaged in an 
eager pursuit of clues to the central problem of Hamlet. 
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This pursuit has led him through his two volumes of textual 
criticiam, '1'he 1::s. of Shakespeare's H8J!llet and the Problem 
of Its Transmissio~ and his edition of the play in 
'1'he New Shake~eare series to his solution of the mystery 
in his latest book, '!Jhat Happens in Hamlet. '(lha t Happens 
in Hamlet is concerned only with the dramatic effective-
ness of the pla7!. rl'he drama was written for Elizabethans 
by an Elizabethan, Professor Wilson reminds us. If we 
of the twentieth century wish to enter fully into the 
situation, we. must ask ourselves how it would present it-
self to Bn~lish minds at the end of the sixteenth. Hamlet 
I 
is an English prince, the court of Elsinore is modeled upon 
the EnSlish court, and thB Danish constitution is that 
of .e;nS1and under Elizabeth. Therefore to the Elizabethan 
audience, Hamlet was the ric;htful heir to the throne and 
Claudius a usurper. The usurpation is one of the main 
factors in tbB plot, and it is vital that we moderns should 
not lose sight of it. In short, Hamlet's ambiti01.J.S desicns, 
or what his uncle so construes, form a leadin; element 
1. stoll, op.cit., p. 121 
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in the relations between the two men throu~:hout the play. 
Hamlet is a trasedy of genius cauGht fast in the toils of 
circumstance and unable to fling free. So overwhelming 
is the moral shock of his mother's guilt that it shatters 
all his zest for life and all his belief in .J.. l u • Upon the 
bowed figure of this Prince, the Ghost lays one more load, 
the task. The second conrmand, 'It aint not thy mind, II comes 
too late, for Hamlet's mind is already tainted. 'rhe Ghost 
wishes Gertrude saved from Claudius, but if Hamlet should 
let tbe courtiers know of the Kine's guilt, they would 
suspect the Queen as his accomplice. To Hamlet's other 
burdens we have added his doubt of the rhost. At the end 
of Act I, the hero, together with the audience, is left 
in doubt as to the IIhonest y ll of the spirit. So great is 
Hamlet's mo:ral stature, so toU[;h his nerve, that his back 
does not break under the weight; but he is crippled, am1 
his arm is paralyzed. His streni~;th enables him to bear 
the burden but not to discharge • .l-lL. He assumes madness 
because he is conscious that he no lonGer retains perfect 
control over himself, and the Itantic dispositionll enables 
him to conceal his nervous breakdown. If the play proved 
the Ghost honest, Hamlet intended to finish Claudius off 
immediately, but the Kinb's crime must be kept secret for 
the salvation of Gertrude and the family honor of Denmark. 
His lImousetrapll catches both King and court, for while the 
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former interprets The Murder of Gonzaga as evidence that 
Hamlet knows all, the latter draws the deduction that 
Lucianus is Hamlet th~eateninc the usurper with death. 
Hamlet returns from his voyage to Ensland a changed man, 
with an air of self-possession greater than at any other 
time of the play. The requirements of tragic drama compel 
his creator to win back our respect for him before the 
end. He is novi the complete Prince, dignified, cool, re-
flective, very noble in his speech to Laertes before the 
match, and still nobler in his death. His duty now per-
formed, he no longer fears what dreams may come when we 
1 
have shuffled off this mortal coil. 
'."lith the five Hamlets of the objective criticS!_ before 
us - the Generous and reflective hero, the melancholy tltype tl , 
the victim of his ovm disgust, the slave of passion, and 
the man of action - we are in a position to examine what 
, 
the realistic interpretation of Famlet has adc1ed to the 
romantic towards a more adequate understandill[~ of the play. 
All of the cr! tics quoted in this chapter have recoi,;nized 
the fact that Shakespeare used an old plot which dictated 
that the elder Hamlet's murderer could not be punished 
until the end of the play. '1'he nineteenth century 
romanticist asked, ltdhy did Eamlet delay?tt acceptinr: the 
Prince as a person capable of determining the outcome of 
1. 'lViI-son, John Dover, 'Shat Happens in Hamlet 
... 
the plot. The realist asks, flWhat manner of hero has 
Shakespeare created to perform the deeds a familiar story 
narrates?!i 
In attempting to answer that question, he bas studied 
the sources of Shakespeare's plot, the traditions of his 
theater, medieval and Elizabethan philosophy, and the 
psychology of the Elizabethan playgoer, to whom the play 
was lithe thingll of primary importance. Stressing the 
fact that Shakespeare was a popular dramatist, whose pur-
pose was always to please his public, the historical 
critic has given the twentieth century romanticist a 
firm foundation for his creative criticism • 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE TVVEI'TfJ.1 IE'J.1I{ CElJTURY ROLIAHTICISTS I HAMLET 
'"" 
IV 
'rHE TWENTIETH CEN~L'l~RY H0i.1ANTISTS' HAl\ILEE 
lv:any twentieth century critics are frankly subjec-
tive in their approach to the play of Hamlet. Seldom 
concerninG themselves with answering or attackinG the 
position of the objective group, they write their aes-
thetic and impressionistic comrnentaries to suit them-
selves. Their acceptance of the discoveries of the 
historical critic, however, sets them apart from the 
nineteenth century romanticist. 
They are a heterogeneous company, these subjective 
critics. '1'hey Gome fro>m the university lecture roorl1, 
the poet's study, the philosopher's library, the actor-
manager's .theater, even the psychoanalyst's clinic to 
, 
tell how they interpret Hamlet. AGain tIle play is a 
frame for the portrait of the hero, not tYee chief concern 
as it is with the objective critic. Into that frame 
they fit eight pictures of Eamlet, the dreamer in seven 
poses, and the man of action in one. 
First ""ve find a Hamlet who saw too Great issues 
everywhere to play the trivial bame of life. He is the 
Hamlet of Yeats, IVlaaefield, '1'ree, Frank I\Ca thews, Chambers, 
and Logan Pearsall Smith. 
At Stratford-on-Avon in 1901, William J?utler Yeats, 






Danish Prince. Hamlet failed, Yeats believes, because he 
could not regard. life as important. He and all the court 
acclaimed as the only befittinG; J\inC, :?ortinbras, who came 
from fighting battles about' !l a little pateh of ground" so 
poor that one of his captains woulc_ not give "six ducats" 
to "farm it. 1I Hamlet's deeds had no obvious use; they 
were indeed no more than the expression of his personality. 
'I'hat is why it was thought that Shakespeare was accusing 
him and tellinG us to be carefl1l lest we deserve the like 
accusation. It did not occur to the critics that you 
cannot know a man from his actions because you cannot watch 
him in every kind of circumstance, and that a man is made 
useless to tbe state as often by abundance as by emptiness, 
and that a man's business may at times be revelation and 
not reformation. Fortinbras was, it is likely enouch, a 
better kinS than Hamlet would have been; but, after all, 
was not he "who chan;::,ed notbin~, for the better awl many 
things for the worse greater in the Divine rierarchies?il l 
2 
John Kasefield, E;nglish poet laureate, writes, "Hamlet 
is the tragedy of a man and an action cont:tnua~ly baffled 
by wisdom.if 'r'he man is too wise. The dual action, press-
ing in both cases to complete an event, cannot :;et past 
his wisdom into the world. The action in one case is a 
bad one; it is simply murder. In tLe other it is revenge, 
or taking blood for blood. In the Shakespearean scheme 
1. Yeats, 'Villiam f'utler, Essays, pp. 125-1;:")2----------
2. l\:asefield, John, 0Jill}.§.ITl Shakes~re, pp. 158-166 
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it is not revenge, it is jus tic e, and therefore ne itr,er 
,sood nor bad but neces sary. The s itua tion wh ieb causes 
the tragedy is one very corrunon in ;:,hakespeare's system. 
Life has been wrenc};ed from her course .cirench:i.ng is 
necessary to brine her back to her C01JrSe or to keep her 
where she is. Hamlet is. a man who understands too humanly 
to wi sh to wrencl1 e i.;l:;her this way or tllat and to 0 shrewdly 
to be himself wrenched by the grosser instruments of }'ate. 
tI'l'he action consists in the bafflin~~- of action. A11 throuL;h 
the play, the re is t!-:e uneasine s s of some thini_, tryin~ to 
get into life, but bafflec1 always becaus e tlJe ins trument 
cllos en is 11ims elf a Ii tt Ie ou tsi de lif e, as t }le wi se mus t 
be." This bafflinG of tIl e purpose of' the dead Ie ads to a 
ba~fling of the livin;~, and at last to somethinb like an 
arrest of life, a deadlock. The world in vihich Hamlet 
must act is ~~overned by the enemies of intellect, by the 
sensual and worldly, by deadly sinner s and materialistic 
philosophers. Although the task set by the ('host is a 
simple one, to the delicate Ollrl complex mind. so much of life 
is bound up wi tll e very act tbat any violent deed involves 
a tearin up by the roots of' half the order of the worle_. 
iI:JisdoIi1 is founded upon justice; but justice, to the wise 
man, is more a scrupulous quality in tlle minc" than the 
do inc; of expedie.nt acts upon siLners. 1I Hamlet is neither 
weak nor unpract~cal. ',,{hat he hesi tates to do may be 
necessary or even just, as tIle world 2;08 s, but it is a 
p 
defilement of his personal ideals., Death seems preferable 
,~ 
to both actlon and existence. Hamlet's vleapon in baffling 
:F'ate and his uncle is his justice, his preciE8 scrupulous-
ness of mind, the niceness of balance which ~;ives every-
thine; he says the double-ede;e of wisdom. liThe knowledge 
that the sword will not reach the real man, since danma-
tion comes from within, arrests his hand. 1I The mercy of 
Hamlet leaves Claudius free to plot his death; the 
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swlftness of Pamlet C;ives Claudius a hand and sword to work 
his will. 
1 
Herbert Beerbohm 'Tree , who played the role of Hamlet 
hundreds of times before London audiences, describes a 
Prince who retains his lastins hold on ou.r sympathies 
throuC;h his eternally human qualitie s. He is a man of 
many facets, everytrJiDL by bJrn and everything sincerely. 
His sensi ti ve nature shr ll1ks froffi the boorish court, and he 
sickens at the siGht of his mother's faithlessness. After 
the Ghost's departure, Eamlet behaves as any hic:;hly wrouGht 
youn:.: man would behalTe on hearinG of the terr ible fate of 
his father. He is on fire to sweep to his revenge. Here 
the actor sho"ld make clear to the audience that physical 
exhaustion prevents Hamlet from carryins out the impulse 
of his mind. The weakened phys ic al machine is unab le to 
respond to the promptiD0s of tbe mind. Hamlet t s passion 
reaches its climax in the words, "0 villain, villain, 





smiling, darrmed vi llain t" His sword falls back in it s 
scabbard, and he take s out his notebook. His strength 
spent, subtlety takes the place of action. The mind is 
strol1.!.:.;er tllln the body. 'The Prince takes an intellectual 
and painful deli;~.ht in exercisin:.o his int:enuity and wit 
on the various dupes of his feigned madness. He is, in 
fact, always the artist, the literary man wtD makes copy 
out of his own emoti ons for his ovvn edification. The 
whol.e traGedy of Famlet' s life is bounded in the words, 
"There's nothin,s ei tiLer' bood or b ad but tllinkinc; make s 
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it so." The man who most succeeds in life is he who is 
capable of seein~; only one side. Hamlet wanders from tbe 
hiSh road of fixed purpos e int 0 the by lanes of philosophi-
cal contempla tion. After the players I scene when he cries, 
"0 what a r:oGue an d peasant S12. ve run I fll here again the 
~rtist is paramount. Instead of rlmhing to his revenge, 
he chews the cud of his wrath. Here tlie actor should 
suggest that Hamlet has spent his energy in vain unpack-
ings of his heart in words. 'rhe sickness which afflicted 
the Prince was a kind of inte11ectual burrowil1{, which has 
laid many a noble nature low. ThOUGht is the Great de-
stroyer,> • 
Excessive strength is the theme of Slmkespeare1s 
traGedies, accordin:::, to Prank r.'!athews. Hamlet is too 
great for his time. One r eas on for the immortality of 




the hills. f1Iflediocrity assures them a fame denied to 
difi'icult greatness. 1I The chief picture of Hamlet shows 
him makins the most obvious reflections on the skull 
of Yorick. Because he is a spectator, he is in touch 
with the audience, a fault in tra;;edy. "He interprets the 
'Tragedy, which is part of the Pantomine, instead of con-
trolling it, and he is the victim of his OV/ll meditations .fl 
Proof of the vagueness of hi.8 character lies in the fact 
that Goethe, Coleridge, .and Schlegel, who had little in 
common witb the Elizabethan Englisbman, identified them-
selves with him.l "The interest of the universal, not 
the particular, dominates with Hamlet ••••• not his 
mother's sin but the frailty of women,"Sir Ec1.i1und K. 
Chambers writes. fl'hrough his character we see the tragic 
ineffectiveness of the speculative intellect in a world 
2 
of action. 
AdmittinG quite frankly that he prefers reading Shake-
speare's plays to seeing them on the stage, Logan Pearsall 
Smith talks delightfully, among many other topics, of 
Shakespeare's self-revelation in the character of Hamlet. 
The fact that we cannot explain Hamlet, that he seems 
incapable of explaining himself, is perhaps what makes 
this imaginary being seem in a way more real than any 
real person who ever lived. The poet's detacbment from 
1. Ralli, op~cit., pp. 357-358 
2. Ibid., p. 218 
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existence, which would naturally result from his habit 
of philosophic meditation, his IIway of seeinG thinss in 
relation to the stars and the general scheme of things, 
and half dissolved as it were in thought," shows itself 
in Hamlet and the Hamlet-like characters, flsometimes in 
a sense of humorous absurdity and an ironic charity which 
seems like weakness, sometimes in an 'incorrigible divine 
levity! as Mr. Shaw has well expressed it." l 
The second Hamlet is a hero whose tragic trait was 
his moral idealism. He was portrayed by A. G. Bradley 
.*". 
and-several other critics, among them l<iggis, Adams, and 
Middleton KurrJ •. 
Decause Dr. Bradley!s name is known and respected 
wherever the great dramatist is studied, it is well worth 
wb-ile to understand his theory of the substance of' 
Shakespearean tragedy. 
1. It is preeminently the story of one person. 
2. The story leads up to and includes the death of 
the hero. 
3. The suffering and calamity are exceptional and 
striking. They befall a conspicuous person, and 
they are unexpected and contrasted with his former 
happiness and glory. 
4. It is the story of one in a hi~h place. 
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5. The hero· contributes in some measure to the disaster 
in which he perishes. 
1. Smith, Logan Pearsall; On Readin~ Si-akespeare, pp. 97-177 
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6. There is an outward conflict of persons and 
groups, and there is also a conflict of forces 
in the hero's soul. 
In the trasic hero we observe a marked one sidedness, 
a predisposition in some particular direction, a total 
incapacity of resistins the force which draws in this 
direction, a fatal tendency to identify the whole being 
with one interest, object, passion, or habit of mind. 
'11his is for Shakespeare the fvndamental trasic trait. The 
tragic hero is exceptional in position and nature. Al-
though he need not be good, he must have so much of 
greatness that in his error and fall we may be vividly 
aware of the possibilities of human nature. The pity and 
fear which are stirred by his tragic story seem to 
unite with a profound sense of sadness and mystery which 
1 
is due to an impression of waste. 
The whole story of Hrunlet turns upon the peculiar 
character of the hero, without which the play would 
appear sensational and horrible ••••• Hamlot appeals 
powerfully to our sense of the mystery of life, but 
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so does every good tragedy; and it does so, not be-
cause the hero is an enigma to us, but because, having 
a fair understanding of:him, we feel how stranGe it is 
that strength and weakness shoul<': be so mingled in 
one soul and that this soul ~hould be doomed to such 
misery and apparent failure. 
( 
Recognizing the popularity of the Coleridge-Schlegel 
theory that Hamlet's failure was due to 'Em excess of the 
1. Bradley, OPe cit., pp. 3-23 
2. Ibid., pp. 89-94 
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reflective or speculative habit of mind, Dr. Bradley 
pointed out that their man is one wbo, at any tin:e or in 
any circumstances woule. be unequal to his task. On the 
contrary, he said, "Eamlet was a man who, at any other 
time, and in any other circumstances than those presented, 
would have been perfectly equal to his task. tll The 
cruelty of his fate lies in the fact that the crisis of his 
life came on him at the one moment when he could not meet 
it, and when his hichest gifts, instead of helping him, 
conspired to paralyze him. tiThe cause of his irresolution 
was not directly or mainly an habitual excess of reflective-
ness. The direct cause was an abnormal state of mind, 
induced by special c irc1JIastances - a state of profouDCl mel-
2 
ancholy.1I Before his father's death Bamlet' s most marked 
characteristics were his exquisite moral sensibility, his 
idealism, and his intellectual zenius. Under conditions 
of a peculiar nature, his reflectiveness certainly miGht 
prove dangerous to' hiffi, and his genius mi,::,ht even become 
his doom. 
Suppose a violent shock to his moral beinG; and 
suppose that under this shock, action being denied him, 
he began to sink into melancholy. Then, no doubt, 
his imagination and his generalizing habit of mind 
mLht extend the effects of this sbock throur:h his ~ ~ 
whole being and mental world. If a sudden demand 
for difficult and immediate action in a matter con-
nected with the melancholy arose, this state mi;~ht 
well have for one of its s"J''IDptoms an endless and 
futile mental dissection of t~e required deed. 3 
1. Bradley, op. cit., p. 107 
2. Ibid., p. 108 
3. Ibid., p. 116 
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The shock of his motber's t·rue nat.ure comin£; when he was 
grievinG for .his father's death and the realization that 
be must lock up this loathing in his heart induced a mel-
ancholy which accounts for his inaction and his own 
inability to understand why he delayed. Bradley echoed 
Victor Hugo's opinion that Hamlet was a fatalist. He 
seemed to despair of forcing himself to action and to be 
ready to leave his duty to some other power than his own. 
Bradley's Hamle t is an heroic ficure, whose tragedy micht 
well be called that of moral idealism. 
':Phe his t orian Halli calls Bradley the greatest Ii vin[: 
Shakespeare critic and one of the very sreatest in tl:..e 
history of Shakespearean criticism. flEere, as with 
Coleridge,f1 writes nalli, "is absolute critical truth-
and those writers should take warnins who oppose the 
requirements of the staGe and the need to please the 
Eludience against any attempt to know Shakespeare."l 
"Honorable sensitiveness ruins Famlet," according 
to Darrell Fi[;[;is 2 • The play is intelligible only when 
we regard the crucial part from the standpoint of the 
hero's feelines. Because of his overwrouGht emotions, he 
is mentally overburdened; and his perplexity arises from 
the fineness of his susceptibilities. He spares Claudius 
at prayer because to kill him then mi--:;ht frllstrate his 
1. Ralli, OPe cit., p. 200 




second purpose - to discover whether or not his mother 
is innocent. When he recollects his actions, the emotion 
has passed away and only the discrepancies appear. Our 
perplexity is supreme when virtue, not vice, causes ruin. 
In tr~e preface to his edition of Hamlet, published in 
1 
1929, Joseph Qldncy Adams of Cornell University, acknowl-
edges that his interpretation of the play is deeply 
influenced by Pradley's analysis. Accordins to Professor 
Adams, we must first understand the man Hamlet before we 
can hope to understand the play. IUs moral nature is 
notable for its loftiness and its exquisite sensibility. 
He feels the Greatest horror at the insincerity of his 
mother, the intemperance of his uncle, the politic craft 
of Polonius, at any slichtest deviation from the path of 
exact rectitude. As he moves amidst corruption and crime, 
he seems almost to possess moral grandeur. Equally notable 
is his intellect; and finally, his emotional nature is 
profound arid easily stirred. As a result, he readily be-
comes IIpassion's slave il • T"ut these three qualities, al-
ways well developed in a truly treat man, are not potentially 
tragic. It is Shakespeare's custom to endow his heroes 
with some quality that will impair the judgment and so 
constitute a definite source of danger. Possessed in over 
measure it may, under special conditions, prove tragic. 
'fJha t then is the judgment-impairing quality possessed by 
1. Hamlet, .t;dited by Adams, Joseph Quincy, pp. 173-27'7 
paz 
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Eam.let in over measure? The YOlms Prince possesses to a 
fatal extent idealism regarding hwnan nature. [1'he Ghost I s 
revelation that his mother, whom he had idolized, was in 
reality an adulteress and perhaps a murderess crusbed his 
soul and explains his stranse condition of mopinG and 
inertia throuGhout the rest of the play. ThouGh Hamlet 
doubted many thinGs, he never doubted the righteousness 
of the task his father had placed upon his shoulders. The 
fundamental characteristic of melancholia, paralysis of 
will-power, explains why he failed to sYJeep to his revenge. 
After melancholia had rendered him unable to stir and his 
resultant mental suffering had forced him to seek an ex-
cuse for his delay, he prolonged his feigned insanity be-
cause it gave him the excuse that he was busy with important 
actinG" The play, too, was only a poor excuse for his 
inaction. namlet failed to kill C:laudius at prayer for 
the same reason that he had not killed him on a score of 
pat opportunities during the past two months. The 
dramatist's representation of the hero is consistent from 
besinnint:.: to end. 
J. T.~ic,dleton ;.:urry 1 bases his criticism on impressions 
or sensations of Shakespeare. As he expresses it, he is 
"content to submit his mind!! to the Great poet. AlthOUGh 
Murry is sentimental and pious in his attitude and turgid 
and overmanner~d in his style, yet.when he is moved, and 




he is moved by Hamlet., his criticism becomes a celebration. 
tt}Tamlet a coward ttl Llurry exclaims. !lIt is fantastic'! 
The expectancy and rose of the fair state, 
The glass of fashion an~ the mould of form, 
The observed of all observers .••.•• 
III, i, 160-162 
He is all that Ophelia says of him and more to us. Our 
love anc1. our imacina t ion make no mistake. Fe cannot be a 
coward, but he can be afraid. The appearance and speech 
of the Ghost convulse him with a new and hitherto unknown 
terror of the after-life. HencefOl~ward death has a new 
and awful meaninG for Hamlet. The Ghost has done a double 
work: to reveal the murder and command revenge, and to 
implant in his son's soul that utterly new horror of 
death whicl1. will for a time prevent him from takinc re-
vense. Only two non-accidental causes could make him 
hesitate': this new fear of it somethinb after death, II and 
obedience to the supreme demand of Christ, IIResist not 
evil.1I The former is the main dramatic motive of delay, 
but the latter is present as an overtone. Hamlet's inno-
cence, that which we have so lon~ as we believe in 
somebody as sood, just, and permanent, is shattered. God 
is gone, or his evidences are; and there is no 10n3er a 
center of certainty to which Hal'ulet' s feelinGs and his 
thouGhts are bound by law to return. hothin,_, less than 
a new Order, a, new Law; and a new ('od will serve pis 
turn. The marvel is that we feel that he finds it, or 
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that he incorporates it. ilr:r.'he answer to the riddle, 
'Whether 'tis nobler'? is himself in his own final spon-
taneity. He may not know, but he is." Hamlet conquers 
a fear of death which circUIl1stance has conquered for 
us, and at the d11el, he is a free soul. He has forgotten 
his revenge upon the Kine. Thus only could the Hamlet 
of Act V have killed the Kin~::> at all. From i1Pnt that the 
dread of something after death!1 to IIAbsent thee from 
. fe licity awhile ll is the utmost progress of which the 
human soul is capable. 
A third Hamlet - one possessed of passionate weakness 
and indirectness of will - is painted by Frank Harris and 
:L F. Trench. 
Harris, the astouncUnt;ly audacious I'personality 
builqer, II a,ssures us that Shakespeare, gentle, sensuous, 
and essentially feminine, could not depict a man of action, 
but in all his plays presented one man - himself. l In 
the same way, he coulcl paint only one woman, the object 
of his idolatrous passion, Mary Pitton. Nhenever Shake-
speare was excited by personal feelins, he spilled himself 
into this or that character almost indifferently. Faced 
with the fact that he had been befooled and scorned by 
his friend, William Herbert, ann his mistress, he poured 
out his heart in the play of Hamlet. After the betrayal 




he went about nursinG dreams of revence and murder. Dis-
illusion had deeper consequences, however. Forced to see 
other men as tbey were, he tried for a moment to see him-
self as he was. 'rhe outcome of that objective vision was 
the character of Hamlet, a masterpiece of self-reveal:lnc;. 
Yet when he wrote the play, nothinc was clear to him. To 
the injury of self-respect he had hung on with Herbert, 
hoping to build again the confidence which had been ruined 
by betrayal, while brooding all the time on impossible 
plans of revenge. .il.ction had been t1sicklied 0' er with the 
pale cast of thought,rI and so Hamlet became a type forever 
of the philosopher or man of letters, who, by thinking, 
has lost the capacity for action. Feelinc that his irreso-
lution and shrinkinG from bloodshed were in themselves 
nobler than action - half exc11sing, half realizin;:-; himself-
he brousht forth his noblest work. To Hamlet [Jis mother's 
lechery was horrible, because Hamlet-Shakespeare had iden-
tified Certrude with liIary Pitton. In comparison with his 
modest poet-rival, Claudius-Herbert is mildew'd and foul, 
a satyr to Hyperion. In the play Hamlet's bitterness 
towards the C::ueen is the bitterness of disappointed love. 
To have her repent is more important than to slay her 
seducer. The passionate, melancholy aesthete-philosopher 
the play presents, then, is not only Hamlet but his 
creator as well. 
Mr. Harris' whole book is vastly entertainins, taken 
either as a study of tb~ relations of literary art to life, 
... 
or as the first of those intimate biographies the 
twentieth century reader applauds. It cuts both ways. 
In Hamlet character interest completely submerses 
1 
that of incident, Trench states. An idealist is brouGht 
face to fsce with reality and forced to playa man's 
part in a simple and primitive conflict. Responsibility 
deteriorates Hamlet. F'ormerly religious, he now curses 
his birth; before greatly refined, he becomes obscene; 
charged to kill one, he is responsible for the death of 
several innocent persons; once scrupulously moral, he 
Grows indifferent to homic ide. Hamlet fails throU[;h a 
definite defect in his will. He decides on a course of 
inaction and incurs the pemlties which arise inevitably 
from the weakenin.:..~ of will. It is hard to understand. 
him, as Shakespeare found, and he cannot understand him-
self. His whole life is changed beyond his recoGnition -
the philosopher must be a politician, the moralist a 
murderer, the theorist a practical man. He doubts the 
Ghost's identity and plans the mousetrap to give himself 
an excuse to postpone. After the play scene, he dis-
covers the madman's impulse to kill; his suicidal ten-
dencies become homicidal though he does not think of 
killing Claudius. Hamlet knows that he kills Polonins 
undeliberately, an(; he does not repent but feels he has 
acted as a scourge in the hand of Cod. Confident in this 
1. Ralli, OPe cit., pp. 342-343 
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overruling Power, he repudiates voluntary action. He 
was given the chance of doinS his share, but he failed and 
wrou~_ht disaster • ','Jhen Ophelia deplores the loss of his 
reason, Shakespeare is mockins her; and when the reader 
deplores the hero's death, Shakespeare is mocking him. 
r1'he fourth Hamlet, Benedetto Groce's, is a man who, 
injured spiritually,begins to die internally. 
Hamlet is not the key to Shakespeare's other plays, 
thinks the Italian philosopher. It is rather the ex-
pression of a distinctive state of the soul. It expresses 
distaste for life, but life is thouCht and will, each of 
which creates the other.:'!hen we are injured spiritually, 
this process is interrupted and a sort of death ensues. 
Hamlet would have avenged the Chost had he not beGun to 
die internally. Unable to understand the nature of his 
malady, he encouraged it instead of combatins it; and he 
effected vengeance as if by chance. Groce finds less 
philosophy in Hamlet than in the other plays, because it 
i3 more perplexed and vague. l 
A fifth Hamlet - a victim of nervous shock who 
"expresses himself wron,~:ly!l - emerGes from Glutton-Brock's 
1 . 2 ana YS1S. 
Al thout::h he deplores the habit of huntinG Hamlet's 
motives as if the play were a history of real persons, 
1. Ralli, OPe cit., -po 393 




Clutton-Brock himself is a deeply subjective and im-
pressionistic critic. He finds the character of Hamlet 
entirely convincinG. As he acts, so we feel he would 
act; and no play produces a stronger feelinG of certainty. 
The tragedy is. that he does many thin:s that trouble us and 
that seem contrary to his real character, and yet we never 
doubt that he would do them. While we are experiencing 
the work of art, we hardly notice the delay because we 
are absorbed by Hamlet. The first siGn of mental disorder 
occurs at the appearance of the Ghost. The essence of 
the tragedy is that his irrelevance, the result of nervous 
shock, causes many deaths instead of one and causes Hamlet 
to express himself wroncly. Out of extreme hatred he 
spares Claudius at prayer. He wishes to enjoy the pleasure 
of killlnG; him ane) must be in a raCe to d.o it. '.'Ihat he 
hates is less Claudius than a beastliness in life that 
Claudius represents. Action cannot satisfy a mlnd shocked 
by life itself. 
In Hamlet is a peculiarity of values never before 
attempted, a certain way of feelinc, thinking and 
acting, unknown before, but since valued by the 
world. His virtues prevent his actins effectively, 
but his capacity for sufferins is more to be valued 
than the COlillllon hero's effectiveness. l 
A sixth }Iamlet, victim of an Oedipus-complex, appears 
2 
next throuGh the analysis of Dr. ~rnest Jones. 
Scientist thouch he undoubtedly ls, Dr. Jones fits 
snugly into the present chapter; for he psychoanalyzes 
1. Ralli, OPe cit., p. 422 
2. Jone s, Brnest, "'rhe Oedipus Complex," American Journal 
of Psychology, 21:72, 1910 
.. 
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the troubled Dane with as much gravity as Sigmund Freud 
would employ in one of his most serious cases. Let us 
imabine Hamlet, deeply distressed because he revolts from 
a deed which it is plainly his duty to perform, seekins 
out Dr. Jones for assistance. It does not take long for 
the psychologist to discover his patient's malady. He 
sees that Hamlet is tortured by some mysterious inhibition. 
2;vidently at heart he does not wisl:! to carry out the 
task. '.]hen he realizes Gertrude's sensual natLlre and her 
passionate love for her son, Dr. Jones begins to believe 
that in Hamlet's early affection for his mother there was 
an erotic element, and that perhaps often he had longed 
to take his father's place with his mother. Now Claudius 
has won the place that Hamlet as a child had desired. 
Paralysis of will and action have resulted from his fear 
to explore his own mind, for he disobeys the call of duty 
to slay his father's murderer because it is linked with 
the call of nature to slay his mother's husband. Hamlet's 
is a plain case of the Oedipus-complex. 
The seventh Bamlet is a man whose mental coming of 
1 
age occurs durins the play. Oscar Firkins describes him. 
liThe inadequacy of the old Hamlet theories which is 
implied in the permanence of the problem," siGhs Firkins, 
"drives men to seek relief and respite in the greater 
and more glaring inadequacy of the new.tI Fe returns 
1. Firkins, Oscar, "What Happened to Eamlet?fl North 
American Review,212:393-403, Sept., 1920 
--------------
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from the new to the old with the decision that no sinsle 
tbeory can disentansle Hamlet. The Prince did not lose 
his mind but found it. In the shock of the catastrophic 
revelation and in the excitement, almost exhilaration, of 
that discovery, he forGot a crime and isnored a d1)ty. Be-
fore the death of Hamlet's father, Denmark was decent, 
godfearing, conventional and stodGY. Hamlet was the per-
fect lady's idea of the perfect gentleman. Ris mind was 
unenfranchised, unawakened, unoriginal, and his eye incu-
rious and incredulous to evil. ':[1he first shock, the 
revelation of his mother's capacity for hlst, reduces him 
to despair. The second, the knowledge of his father's 
murder, produces anguish which relieves itself by mimicry 
and distraction. In the second act we see Hamlet actually 
having a good time, and that good time is almost the un-
ravelment and ehwidation of the play. It is the deli[;ht 
of the aroused, active, and capable intelligence in the 
freedom, swiftness, and destructive efficiency of its own 
action. H~11et has found his mind. Shakespeare un-
doubtedly held that the enlarsement and derangement of a 
mind might be simultaneous. rrhe peculiarity of Hamlet's 
case lies in the fact that the su~-)reme intellectual crisis 
and the supreme mo,ral and emotional crisis of his life, 
being products of the same cause, have occurred at the 
same moment. 'Nhai will be tbe result of this ccincidence'Z 
If he be primarily a thinker, the thinker will command 
.. 
the sufferer and the moralist. Hamlet, then, is not 
diverted from the act by thou~<hts about the act itself. 
He is distracted by oth~r thou~hts. The interests on 
which his mind fastens are prevailinGly General or ab-
stract. The abstract reasoner, the disinterested and 
impersonal observer grows as the play continues. Real 
emotion undoubtedly exists, but the raiment of emotion is 
often donned by nervous excitability. lIe scarcely hates 
Claudius now; he is scarcely interested. The episodic, 
inattentive, contemptuous murder of the King is in itself 
a slisht. The stab is preceded and followed by a revela-
tion of indifference which is in itself a stab. Hamlet 
has passed from a philanthropist to a misanthrope. Re-
construct your world to fit an enormity, and in a world 
so reconstructed, the enormity will lose much of its dis-
grace and unexpectedness. 
With the eir;hth and last Hamlet to be considered in 
this chapter we return to the second camp, for he is a 
courageous man defeated by fate. Lascelles Abercrombie 
paints him.l 
AccordinG to this critic the Prince's fate is a 
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psycholoGical disaster .'Je see Hamlet as he sees himself; 
and we also see him as the livins harmony of an immense 
complexity of events. :2;veryone knows how he sees himself: 
1. Abercrombie, Lasce lIe s, l1'he 'lILe ory of Poetry, 
pp. 300-30b 
I do not know 
Why yet I live to say IIthis trJing' s to do. 1I 
IV, iv, 43-44 
He bitterly despises himself for his failure to act; he 
can but think and talk about acting and return to his 
self-contempt. The critics have called hiw the very 
fiGure of moral vacillation, and Hardet himself aGrees 
wltL them. 'J.'hi8 hardly accounts for his prestiGe. It is 
certainly not as a contempti1)le ficu_re ti-'at he has 
impressed tbe world; it is odd that the com"lentators 
should have left Oll_t his unmistakable heroism. Vamlet' s 
difficulty in makinG up his mind tl::.at he srlOuld kill the 
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Kin~ is d~e to his realization that desire is easily mis-
taken for dl1ty. At lenGth convinced, by intuition rather 
ttan by proof, of Claudius' guilt, he upbraids himself 
for a delay whicl"! simply does not exist t There is no 
moment in the play in w];ich we see Hamlet failin to kill 
the KinS. ITe rejects the one opportunity because it is 
too favorable to his enemy's hereafter. Those contemptible 
delays exist wholly in his own mind. The whole world is 
out of tune while his desire remains ineffective, for this 
desire is justice. Why is justice less able than the brute 
process of events'? '1'11ere must be some 1'e8.Son. 
The fear-ful conclusion leaps at him. He hiLlself 
is the reason wb_y his desire l'emains unacted; he is un-
worthy of it. Justice Vloulr: have beel' done had not 
his cowardic~ delayed it. '11his is tl'e famous de12.y 
we hear about in Hamlet's soliloquies·, it is the 
tracic invention of his own wounded mind •••• In the 
play we see exposed the trapped anguish of human nature 
found weaker than events. l 
1. Abercrombie-~--op. cit., p. 30"4------- ------------------
To attempt a S'tw.'Yl.mary of such disparate vievls as tbe 
eight whicY we have considered in this chapter will per-
haps se6m audacious. I bellE-ve, however, that snch a 
pullins together will prove profitable. 
IIri'ake the idealist confronted by a problem to vvhicL 
he is not equal,!! I wrote at the close of Chapter II, 
Ifand L~ive him la craven SCY'llple of thinkin~ too precisely 
on the eventf; and in the roethe-Schlecel-Coleridse 
compounc3 which results, will 1:e found the Hamlet that 
deliGhted the aesthetic fancy of the nineteenth century 
romantic critic. 1I 
~ow at the close of Chapter IV I write: Suppress tho 
words Ilcravenif and ;Ito wll.lch he is not equal l1 , and to the 
character that is left add courage and heroism. In the 
compound which results will be found the Hamlet that has 





The journey throu;::;h Hamlet criticism from 1'7'74 through 
1933 is over. ;:ie have see c, the Hamlets of the romantic 
critics from Richardson's Prince whose moral fineness 
recoiled before the bloody duty of reven,£.;e to Viddleton 
:"urry's mystic who reached the exaltation of confldence 
in an hereafter. ·'.Je have seen the Hamlets of the realistic 
critics from Rumelin's hero whose character was incon~;ruous 
with the old tragedy of blood to Dover ~ilson's couraseous 
and efficient Dane who battled his way to victory. 
As we glance back over the 2;rOUnc] we bn ve covered, we 
may trace in the reaction of the critical mind towards 
the play not only the shifting trends in Shakespeare 
criticism but also the broad lines of the history of 
,Vestern tb,oUL;ht. 'Vriters and actors in each ~)eneration 
have been drawn to the tragedy by the irresistible appeal 
of tbe idealism in the role of the hero; ancJ, however they 
have interpreted the nature of the Prince, they have 
stamped him with the philosophy of their period. r,.lhe 
iI sensit,11ity'; of?ichardson' s Hamlet is not. only the 
characteristic quality of his creator; it is tlw mind of 
the late eishteenth century. '11he moral idealism of 
r'oethe's Hamlet is not only the iclealislll of (~oethe; it 
is the attitude of the metaphysician. Colerid[;e' s 
morbidly reflective hero is Coleridse himself, for did 
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he not declare that he had a smack of the royal Dane in 
his nature?Ne have only to looli: around us in the period 
of great romanticists, however, to find critic after critic 
slipping into the role of the prince of philosophical 
speculators. Hazlitt, like Coleridse, saw himself in the 
hero, but be went further to state that Eamlet is Ever;rman. 
The cynical Hamlet of Gervinus is tin[;ed with the sickness 
of the man who described him, the bitterness of the German 
thinker of the mid-nineteenth century, who, feelin£'; himself 
unequal to the real world., was repelled by it. Lanier's 
Prince, the moral interrogation point who answers life's 
questions by askinL another question, is tte confused 
sl:eptic of the late nineteenth century - the man who is 
impelled to doubt but who desires to believe. 
rl'owards the close of the nineteenth century we have 
s~en the scholar focusinG the li~ht of history on Shake-
speare's method and materials and .on the traditions of the 
~lizabethan staGe. Consciously or unconsciously, realist 
and neo-romanticist alike have accepted the findings of the 
historical critics and have absorbed them into their in-
terpretations. Swinburne clearly un rJerstooc1 the influence 
of Senecan tragedy on Elizabetban drama; but, without 
underestimatinG that factor in the genesi~ of the play, 
he des'cribed 'a Hamlet possessed of 'his own fatalism, the 
hopeless stoicism of one trend of late nineteenth century 
thoUGht. Shaw's Hamlet, in whom the common nersonal passions 
are superseded by wider and rarer interests, is the Irish 
dramatist himself, who cmmot resist that sudden appeal 
to universal considerations which is called philosophy or 
humor. Is he not also the reader who admires the mind 
of Shaw, which will not stay on the narrow track of plot? 
i.:asefield's Hamlet is an EnSlish poet in a world Governed 
by the enemies of intellect; Tree's, an artist who makes 
copy of his own emotions for his ovm delisht ;r~radley' s 
and :.,urry' s, any moral idealist imprisoned In a material-
ist5_c society. 
It is difficult to crLart the stream of twentieth 
century tho1.1L;ht; perhaps an authori ta ti ve c las s ification 
can be made only with the perspective of another genera-
tion. It ls obvious, however, that tllrolli;h tbe creative 
criticism of realist and romanticist alike, we see as 
many Hamlets as there are contemporary types of heart and 
mind. 
Harnlet is a mirrcr which has Ei ven back the glorified 
and idealized imaLe of each age. As the scholar has so 
admirably proved, the play was written for the sreat mass 
of :Fnizabethan plaYGoers. It was an amaz inc ly popular 
piece of dramatic art with Pllrbase and Fetterton in the 
leading role; and it has remained a drawinG card in the 
the ater through Garrick, Eemble, Boot:h, t:acready, Irvins, 
'Tree, Bernhardt, and Forbes-Hobertson to Walter I-lampden, 




I do not wish to minimize the invaluable contribution 
of the historical critic. I should like merely to point 
out the danGer in his assumption that he must declare war 
on all creative critics, whether they be realistic or ro-
mantic in their approach. So Ions as he remembers that his 
study is a means towards an end - a play that is more in-
telliGible to the playgoer because it is staGed and acted 
more intellisently - the scholar performs a necessary service 
to the theater. Vlhen he pursues his method to an extreme, 
it becomes an end in itself - a delichtful game for the 
few. 
Let us subject a particularly positive member of the 
more radical Group of historical critics to a practical 
test. In tl:.e Publication of the l.lodern LanGuaGe Associa-
tion for July, 1933, Hazelton Spencer wrote: 
1. '1'he historical view of t],e Prince's character 
steadily wins its way. 
2. The romantic critics are pretty r,enerally dis-
credited. Mr. Bradley's ingenious essay is still 
admired because it is an artistic performance in 
itself, but few nov! believe that Bradley's Hamlet 
is Shakespeare's. 
3. In the.lir:,ht of Llizabethan demonolOGY, it is well 
understood that doubt of the Ghost's a 1]thenticity 
adequately motivates the Prince's delay up to the 
:Mousetrap; that he spares the praying King, as he 
plainly says, only that his revence may be complete; and 
that from this point on he simply has no chance to kill 
1 
his adversary till the last scene. 
Here are the test questions, whic:h, in I\=r. Spencer's 
absence, I shall try to answer: 
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1 •. :Jith whom does ltthe historical view of the Prince's 
character steadily win its way!!? 
With one small Croup of the historical critics - the 
rilost notable members of whicb are 'lerder, Lorcan, Stoll 
and Dover nilson~ I find surprisinGly little difference 
between the HamL.,t of the downricht romanticists and the 
Hamlet of such realists as Raleigh, Sbaw, Quiller-Couch, 
santayana, and Robertson. I have yet to see or to read of 
a successful performance of Bamlet inspired by the critical 
opinion of Professor Stollar Dover Wilson. At the close 
of the nineteenth cent~)ry, it is true, Barrett.Jendell 
played a Hamlet who strongly resembled Appleton ?i:organ' s 
"truly Snslish prince for whom a vendetta har:< no time 
limi t if; but.Jendell' s interpretation was not benerally 
popular, anc1 it won more fa vol' with j','orsan than 1;'li th 
other cr:Ltics. 
2. By whom are the ilromantic critics pretty well dis-
By one small ~roup of the historical critics, which, 
for convenience, we mi~ht call the stoll-~ilson school. 
Elsewhere I have quoted Augustus Ralli's statement with 
1. Spencer ;- Hazelton, !fSeventeenth century Clltsin Famlet' s 
Soliloquies," P.M.LA., 9:247, cTuly, 1933 
regard to Dr. A. C. Bradley; here I shall simply remind 
the reader that r.lr. Spencer is includins in his list of 
those lfpretty well discredited" such men as Yeats, Ease-
fie Id, 'free, Croce, IJogan Pearsall Smith, Adams, and 
Kiddleton ~urry. 
3. HoV! can ilthe li::c.ht of ~i:.;lizabetban demonoloGytl be 
thrown on the modern interpretation of the play? 
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If the play is a supreme masterpiece, and, critics of 
both schools agree that it is, it is one that each succes-
sive age can interpret in terms of its own moods and needs. 
Figures of literature anel history live in the thou~;hts of 
men on the condition that they change their aspect. 
Humanity is interested in past ages and dead authors only 
in so far as it can attribute to them its own passions and 
thouGhts. That men are able to go on doinc; so - seeing now 
this, now that in a book or play - is proof of immortal 
creation. Only to the historian, then, would lfthe liGht 
of Elizabethan demonology II be illuminating. If the play 
is dramatically sound (Rumelin and T. S. Eliot expressed 
doubt about it), the audience will understand it and enjoy 
it without realizing they need more li:;ht. 'l'he experiment 
tbat would cpnvince me of the soundness of I,Ir. Spencer's 
thesis would qe a performance of Hamlet exactly as Dover 
Wilson has outlined it inihat Happens in Hamlet. At the 
risk of disrespect to my intellectual betters, I must add 
that Professor Wilson should try to be on hand to lecture 
" 
I ~ 
between acts. Otherwise the audience might leave the 
theater more mystified than enliGhtened. An Blizabethan 
performance of Famlet would be interesting to a select 
coterie of the initiate; it could have no General appeal. 
As another illustration of my point, let us consider 
Professor Stoll's Shylock. A comic Jew, a butt and a 
fool, might win favor in nermany today, as Stoll bas 
proved he did when 'The lvlerchant of Venice was first per-
forme,d; but on the :English or American stage he would be 
incomprehensible. Today he seems to us a tragic figure; 
I do not kn01lv how we shall interpret him tomorrow. 
rr'he critic who has surveyed the changing aspect 
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of Hrunlet from 1774 through 1936 will surely hesitate to 
speak dogmatically .:/e know how great minds have inter-
preted Shakespeare's hero in the past; we know how many 
minds interpret him today. A successful twentieth century 
performance of the play must reflect some facet of con-
temporary thouC:ht. r1'11e last word has not been spoken, 
nor can there be a note of finality so long as Hamlet 
continues to be read and performed, for no critic is 
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